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Whatever you call
it, it still sounds like
work to me.

Hello everybody in the Lake of the
Woods cottage region. I am excited
to present the 2020 edition of the
Cottage Guide. We once again offer our
magazine/service directory hybrid that
combines interesting articles with a
guide to local contractors and services.
We hope it helps answer the question
most cottagers have when they need
something done — who do I call?
I am lucky enough to be part of a family
business that has worked on the lake
for over 40 years. You quickly learn being a cottage contractor means the weather and the
conditions on the lake dictate your work schedule. During the summer season, I am more
likely to be unloading a boat than my truck. My worries each year revolve around when can
I get on the water. Is the lake freezing over so I need to pull my boat, when can I drive my
truck on it, when is it unsafe to drive on and when can I launch my boat in the spring? My
last day on the lake in a boat last year was November 15. As I piece together this magazine
in the evening, I have just put away my quad for ice travel and am getting my boat ready for
another year on the lake. Dealing with the lake is what makes cottage contracting difficult, but
it is also what makes me want to continue doing it each year. I think all the contractors in this
magazine would have the same experiences and attitudes for the work.
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What am I
getting into?
(Buying your dream cottage)
Questions to ask before the cottage deal is done
by Leanne Fournier

You’ve decided to get serious about your dream to own a
cottage. You may have already done some research about
financing and are pretty clear about what you want.

minutes may not be an issue once you’re here. “If the buyer
can be more flexible on that point, it might open them up to a
gem that’s worth an extra 20 minutes in the car.”

Graham Chaze, Cabin Country Realty, says that while he
advises people to narrow down their non-negotiables he
also recommends being open to compromise. “There’s just
not enough property for sale out here that you’re going to
get everything you want.” Time and time again, he’s seen
buyers pass on a great find because they are stuck on certain
features that really shouldn’t be showstoppers.

This is where Chaze says it can be helpful to work with
someone who knows the area. “This should be someone
you trust who can tell you about the amenities on certain
lakes, the water levels and quality, how the fishing is and
understands the property values.”

One is driving distance.
“So many buyers put the amount of time it’s going to take to
get to the cottage at the top of the list, but it should be one
of the lowest factors.” He explains, “If you’re 20 minutes past
Kenora, you’re actually closer to amenities if staying at the
cottage for an extended period of time than you would be
with a place on the Manitoba border.” He said that if Kenora
is going to be your second home all summer, that extra 20
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Another sticking point Chaze sees is around property taxes.
“There’s a huge discrepancy between taxes in organized and
unorganized territory.” “Organized” are properties that are
within the Kenora municipal tax base. In organized areas, like
Black Sturgeon Lake for example, property owners are paying
significantly higher taxes than in unorganized areas like Lake
of the Woods. Chaze said this is misleading. “Your decision
shouldn’t be weighed just on the cash bill. People see more
value in spending it on the property because they don’t want
to pay the taxman. If you can save $200,000 by buying in
organized, you can have a lot of years at the lake to make up

the difference from what you’re paying in taxes.”
Then there are the emotions, which Chaze said should be part
of the buying decision — but not all of it. “Many people want
to be close to where they grew up or spent their summers, or
near their friends or certain amenities. They need to get into a
frame of mind so that they’re open to an opportunity that can
turn out to be the perfect place for their lifestyle.”
If financing, what are the minimum payment requirements for a
cottage?
“A lot of people think that financing a cottage is the same as
financing a house, which isn’t true,” Chaze said. Financial
institutions that are insuring mortgages have created different
property types for cottages and recreational properties
and have different requirements for each. Minimum down
payments may range anywhere from 20 to 35 per cent
depending on the lender and property type. Chaze describes
a category called Seasonal B Cottage that is considered higher
risk because it may only have water access, and is seasonal so

“A lot of people think that financing a cottage is
the same as financing a house, which isn’t true,”
Chaze said. Financial institutions that are insuring
mortgages have created different property types
for cottages and recreational properties and have
different requirements for each.
it may not be heated or have drinkable water. “Since it doesn’t
qualify as a year-round home it’s categorized differently than
a cottage that has road access, may be in organized territory,
and has access to services.”
He advises, “If you’re going to be financing the purchase,
the first step is to sit down with your banker, see what
their criteria is and what the minimum down payment
requirements are based on different property types.” This,
he said, can help the buyer know what they have to spend
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While some systems can be changed or upgraded down
the road, it can help if the buyer is clear on their wants
and needs. Things like hydro rather than reliance on solar
panels and generators, full septic versus an earth pit privy
or compost and greywater are all important considerations.
If you want a washing machine for instance, you’ll need to
go with a full septic system. Connectivity is another issue.
While it’s improving, some areas don’t have reliable cell phone
reception or Internet access.
You should get the lay of the land. “You’ll want to know about
hazards on the lake, issues with the current, and if there
are fluctuating water levels. If you want a boat house for
entertaining for example, the river with its changing water
levels might not be for you,” Chaze said. Lot size and layout
should also be given careful consideration. “What’s usable,
is there room for future development, is there a buffer for
privacy, are their hazard trees, are there risks for drainage?”
are some of the questions that need to be asked.
You will also want to decide if you’re looking for a four-season
place or something just for the summer. “Once you’re into
the shoulder seasons, say you’re snowmobilers, you’ll want
to think about how you’ll heat the place, and possibly road
clearing and access.”
And do you want to arrive by road or boat? The demand for
road access is much higher, making some boat-only access
properties more affordable. If you are open to a water-access
property, you’ll want to enquire about public boat launches
and parking. Winter road access can offer some unique
benefits to buyers who may be interested in enjoying their
properties year-round.
How can you be sure it’s the right deal?
and prevent the deal from dying once it gets into mortgage
underwriting.
Once you have your budget, what’s next?
Chaze said that people should start by educating themselves
on the values in the area. Next he said, is deciding on your
non-negotiables.
One “must have” he is seeing more and more is for places
that are well maintained, in working order and not projects,
which is a good decision for many buyers. “Some people say
they want a fixer upper but are naive about costs of getting
renovations done out here.”
Beyond that, what buyers should be firm on are largely
things that can’t be changed down the road like the location
and height of the building above the lake, and proximity to
neighbours. While things like which lake you want and the
view you’re after can be subjective, he recommends being
clear on the activities and lifestyle you’ll want as part of your
lake life. “Do you want to be out on the boat all day or is
cooking and entertaining in the cottage a higher priority? Do
you want big water views? Is early morning sun important?”
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Beyond ensuring the property is priced for the market and
what you are prepared to pay, Chaze says this is where you’ll
want to call in the inspectors and lawyers. “You’ll want to
have the lawyer look at disclosures to see what’s voluntarily
given about road access across private property.” He shared
that he’s seen situations where a property owner gave access
to a neighbour but denied it once the property was sold.
You’ll also want to check lot lines and if there’s anything
questionable, consult a lawyer to figure out any liabilities.
You’ll want to have an inspection done to ensure systems such
as the septic system and electrical are all in working order.
“Ask for copies of disclosure forms the seller has completed,”
Chaze said. “Identify deficiencies early so you can work that
into an offer and the seller may be willing to negotiate.”
While Chaze said there isn’t usually any need to buy the 66
foot road allowance (frontage along the banks of lakes and
rivers), you may want to consider it if there’s a private beach.
“These days many people want to buy that so they know
they own the property right to the lake and they don’t have
strangers pulling up to use the beach or shoreline right in
front of the cottage.”

He also recommends asking about the neighbours and even
walking over to meet them.

Ask yourself…

At the end of the day, it’s ultimately up to the seller, and the
buyer just needs to be mindful of where the market is at.
“For every buyer a place is really only worth what they are
willing to pay. It’s a delicate match-making process. Most
buyers want to look at all of their options based on their
budget. They may look at some listings that are a little above
that with the chance they can negotiate the seller down.”
These “adjustments” for the asking price may be an option
when there are questions around the quality of the shoreline,
needed improvements to the land or buildings, a septic
system that’s not up to standard, etc.
How can you make this less stressful?
“Take your time and be patient. Avoid looking at 10 cottages
in one day,” Chaze said. “Give it a second look, pay attention
to the ‘warm and fuzzy’ you might get.” He’s seen many times
where the buyer didn’t listen to their heart, came back and
the property was sold.
“Get to a place, sit on the deck, take it in. Relax and don’t feel
rushed. Say to yourself, ‘I want to buy this place just so I can
have those 200 year old pine trees’.”

•

Is 20 more minutes really going to matter
once I’m sipping that [insert beverage here]
on the dock?

•

Do I need help to get the deal done?

•

Do we even qualify for that little fixer upper
in the middle of the lake?

•

Do I have a clue that the price is right?

•

What can I fix and do I even want to?

•

Is it all about the water… or something else?

•

Systems and space alert! What do we need?

•

Snowmobile or snow bird?

•

Gas pedal or paddle?

•

Have we got all the rights right?

•

That tug? Did you feel it too?

Ultimately he says, have fun. “Be willing to explore and go
places you may never have considered.”
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Staying connected at the cottage
Internet options in the Lake of the Woods region
by Shauna DeGagné

For some people, part of what makes cottage life desirable
is being away from the hustle and bustle of the city. But not
everyone wants to be completely disconnected from work
and social circles during the summer months. Having reliable
access to the Internet is one way to keep on top of work (and
maybe even your favourite Netflix series), while still being able
to enjoy all the perks of the lake.
Josh Ricard, sales manager at Kenora’s Donny B’s, said they
offer two solutions for rural Internet services.
The first is Tbaytel’s Rogers Rocket Hub, which is a portable,
cellular-based product with a built-in battery. (Bell’s version is
called the Turbo Hub.) It’s a small cell antenna that is (usually)
plugged into a USB port on a laptop or desktop computer,
thus giving it Internet access over the cell network.
“Basically, as long as you have a cellphone signal, it
transforms that into Wi-Fi,” Ricard explained.
If this sounds like a viable option for you, there are products
available to extend the Wi-Fi’s coverage throughout your
home or cottage, though Ricard doesn’t normally recommend
them.
Range extenders, he said, are “typically more of a curse
than a blessing. They take a wireless signal and repeat it
wirelessly. A better solution is a wired extender as they have
no interference.”
If your cottage happens to be located in a cell phone “dead
zone” or has otherwise unreliable cell service, Ricard
recommends Xplornet, a satellite-based Internet provider.
“Xplornet is thought of as the more stable connection, for
customers who want to stream reliably,” Ricard said.
Lake of the Woods cottager Ted MacDonald, who runs an IT
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support business in Winnipeg, said he’s happy that his cell
service at the lake has improved over the last couple of years.
“Rogers (our carrier) added several LTE towers along the
north side of Clearwater Bay, and one at Middle Lake as
well,” MacDonald said. “This vastly improved the coverage
and available bandwidth in the area. Previously, everything
was being provided by one tower at McCallum Point, and the
service level was a joke — literally non-existent during busy
summer weekends.”
Now the MacDonald family enjoys very good coverage and
data speeds, although MacDonald said he is considering
adding a cell booster to the cottage.
“Despite the good coverage, our phones tend to favour the
3G network as opposed to the much faster LTE network,”
he explained. “I think it has something to do with the
transmission characteristics of the different frequencies used
with each network.”
The speeds of the 3G network are not ideal for streaming
video for things like Netflix or YouTube. Installing a booster for
the LTE signal will cause the phone to choose that signal over
the slower 3G signal, MacDonald explained.
If this sounds like something you’d like to try, be sure to
keep an eye on your data usage, because with fast and easy
steaming comes higher data consumption, which of course
means bigger bills to pay.
“Nowadays, at least the carriers inform you if you are
approaching your data limit for the month,” MacDonald said.
For more information on how to stay connected at the
cottage, or to schedule an install, contact Josh Ricard at
Donny B’s 807-468-3084.
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Call Dan
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designed and produced aluminum and wood
floating dock systems offer unrivalled quality,
state of the art styling, and precision engineering
for commercial, residential and cottage properties.
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SWIM LADDERS

GALVANIZED HARDWARE
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Drill it, weld it, deck it

Custom Drilling

Enjoy it all summer long

Crib docks, no way. Pipe docks have become the standard water structure
in cottage country. There’s a very good reason for that change.
by Jim Chliboyko
There’s more than one way to replace your old dock or build yourself a new one.
Hands up, anyone who may have thrown on the hip-waders and put together a crib dock at
some point at the family cottage. I built a small addition with my grandfather one summer in
the 1980s. Even after thirty years of bare-knuckle fights with lake ice, the cribs are still there,
admittedly a little dizzy and punch drunk.

“I have never seen any pipes actually
get bent over; I’ve seen skirting... get
damaged by ice, but I’ve never seen any
ice bend one of those pipes.”

The crib dock is one of the old lake classics. Its construction was
simple — partially submerged towers of old railroad ties, held down
with loads of randomly gathered rocks. That might have once been an
old go-to, but that’s not necessarily the best choice any more.

“Crib docks are still around,” said Glenn Mackey of Kenora’s Mackey’s
Welding. “When I personally do them for someone, it’s usually just a
shoreline crib to anchor a floater and the rest is floating dock. Crib
docks, as far as doing a u-shape or for a boathouse, you really don’t see them any more on the
lake, mostly because they’re so labour-intensive for a subcontractor.”
Another problem with crib docks is potential up-and-down movement.
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DTL CARPENTRY

“The ground moves up and down, where you’re heaving or
freezing or thawing and those are under the influence of
lifting and settling as well. You got the spring heave,” said Greg
Thompson of Kenora-based Docks and Lifts. “Honestly, we still
do the odd crib dock, because that might be the only situation
you might do that’s fiscally responsible for the customer. And
I’m going to say about 80% of the time, after that first year,
you’re going to be adjusting that height, because it’s going
to settle. Sometimes they find their spot and they’ll be good
for 20 or 30 years, but sometimes they’re going to move just
a little bit every year, kind of shimmying, and there’s a little
maintenance on them.”
One option available to people with shoreline access,
depending on the water’s depth, the local rules and a few other
factors, is to use pipe docks. But it depends on a few factors.
“Yeah, you have to look at your area, see what permits are
required,” said Mackey. “Within town limits, you would
need, of course, a building permit and if there’s a building
to be scheduled to go on it; you need a stamp for a PCIN
or an engineering plan. If you’re outside of town limits, the
permit process is a bit minimal, as long as you build by the
guidelines, but the ministry can change that year to year.”
“And you really have to look at your shoreline and your depth,
because if you have a rock cliff that drops off, well, then a

pipe dock may not be an option,” said Mackey.
An ideal depth for placing a pipe dock, Mackey said, is eight
to ten feet of water. “You get up around 16, 18 feet at the end
of the dock, it’s doable, but after that, you’re looking at a
shakier foundation. And some extra bracing and extra costs
can come into play.”
The pros to a pipe dock are that the solid foundation is
adaptable for including a boathouse and/or boat lifts. But the
biggest con can be the cost.
“And then the biggest thing is to look at the area you want
to put it. (There are) winds, open hits from ice. Maybe you do
not want to put a structure standing out there. Maybe you
want to tuck it into shore and stay with a floater that can be
removed for winter, (to) set back up after spring.”
Another advantage for pipe docks is their permanence, said
Thompson.
“Pipe docks are totally permanent and that’s the benefit to
them,” said Thompson. “Your 4.5-inch, schedule 40 pipe that
is drilled three feet into bedrock, they’re a totally permanent
structure. They don’t really have any kind of vulnerability to
any kind of ice unless ice actually kind of drives up onto the
shore. In my 15-plus years, I have never seen any pipes actually
get bent over; I’ve seen skirting, I’ve seen them get damaged by
ice, but I’ve never seen any ice bend one of those pipes.”
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Drilling isn’t just for pipe docks or
shoreline structures
Gradually, more and more people are seeing the
benefits of using drilling for a foundation, instead of the
old-school concrete base, when building new.
Building like this is not just a trendy new way of
doing things. It’s pretty economical, and also when
considering building in remote or island locations, it
may be worth it to use something other than concrete.

DTL CARPENTRY

“It actually gets more cost effective, instead of
excavating and pinning something into rock and doing
all that digging, bringing in concrete, when you’re
remote and on an island. Come in the winter and drill
pipe piles and do a mainframe and it’s cost effective,”
said Greg Thompson, of Docks and Lifts.
Though Thompson & Co. are not house builders, he says
he’ll occasionally get contracted to do the drilling part
of an inland building.

To add to its benefits, the method of installing pipe docks has
adopted some moves from the piling sector. And, of course,
not every lake bottom in northwestern Ontario is the same.
Anyone who has circumnavigated Lake of the Woods knows
there’s quite a difference between the northern, rockier
portion of the lake and the big southern basin. There are
solutions for those sandier, muddier areas, too.
“We have the capability of putting in helical piles, too, like
a big, basically 16-inch, round kind of corkscrew, so it’s the
same kind of pipe as we use for pipe piles,” said Thompson.
“I mean, there’s some sandy bays and stuff like that around,
where you’ve got 40, 50 feet of sand, so we put these down
and get them to a certain PSI and then they have no uplift or
anything like that and you have the proper down pressure. So
we use those in a lot of situations now, too, where you don’t
have that nice rock that’s anywhere close… we’ve done some
projects where you’re 60 feet down. It might be eight feet of
water but you might be 60 feet to bedrock and that gets really
expensive for drilling.”
The question then is: how much reinforcement does one need
for an average-sized dock?
“A common layout would have your pipes on about a 10foot centre grid; if you can picture basically what you have
for square footage, you’re doing a 10x10 box frame,” said
Thompson. “So, it all depends if you’re doing a two-slip
boathouse or you’re having fingers come out. But my rule of
thumb is 10 foot on centre, so if you have a 40-foot long dock,
you’re going to have four piles along that dock.”
But whatever method you end up choosing, it’ll keep the
contractor you eventually hire busy for a while and it will give
you and your grandfather something to watch.
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“And what I’ll do is basically give them a design and
get a quote. I’d say we do a couple a year, at least, on
buildings. I’m actually seeing it’s becoming a bit more
commonplace here in the last couple of years just
because people can see the cost savings to it.”

Heating
Plumbing
& Air Conditioning
SALES, SERVICE & INSTALLATION
New construction
Renovations & repairs
Fully licensed, insured & certified
Natural gas, propane & oil
Local Rinnai Dealer

807-407-5610
garfield@garfieldshvac.com
Garfield’s Heating and Air Conditioning Inc.
RR#2 RMB#47, Kenora, ON P9N 3W8

Paddles and lifejackets can be bought.
Boating safety can only be learned.
by Shauna DeGagné
Welcome to North America’s Premier Boating Destination!
The lakes and rivers that surround us are an outdoor
enthusiast’s dream, but whether you’re a rookie fisherman
or a seasoned boater, there are many safety precautions to
consider. Knowing them is important for the safety of yourself
and your passengers, as well as for everyone else on the
water.
Const. D. Chevalier, a marine officer with the Ontario
Provincial Police, explained what police are looking for when
they stop a boat on the water.
“We like to see lifejackets that are current. If the tags are
so faded that you can’t read them, throw them out and get
new ones,” Const. Chevalier said. “We like to see the safety
equipment required for your size of vessel — such as paddles,
bailing can, throw rope, etc. And no open alcohol in the boat.”
Boating license documentation is also something they like to
see, he said.
Most people are aware that a personal floatation device (PFD)
is required by law for every passenger onboard a boat or jet
ski, but did you know the same law applies to paddleboards,
kayaks, and other human-powered pleasure crafts?
“We strongly encourage people to wear their PFD when
they’re on paddleboards because people can fall off and
might not be strong swimmers,” Const. Chevalier said.
The fine for not having a PFD with you on a human-powered
pleasure craft is $240. Add another $100 if you have a
passenger with you.
Water-skiing and tubing are definitely fun ways to cool off on
the water, but any time you decide to tow someone behind
your boat or jet ski, there are laws to follow. Most importantly,
you need a spotter — an extra person whose job it is to let you
know if the person being towed has fallen off.

such as Devil’s Gap on Lake of the Woods, when towing a
passenger, and to keep water-skiing and tubing a daylightonly activity.
Speaking of daylight, be sure to take full advantage of it
when it comes to boating!
Const. Chevalier recommends learning new waterways in
the daytime before attempting to navigate them at night.
Seems like obvious advice, but since GPS use has increased
on the water, accidents have gone up.
“It’s a huge problem,” Const. Chevalier said. “The more
we see people solely relying on them (GPS) for nighttime
navigation, the more accidents we have.”
Equip your boat with proper lighting if you plan to drive
at night, and don’t stare at the GPS screen as they are not
always 100% accurate. Know your route, know where the
markers and buoys are, and decrease your speed. And
obviously, don’t operate your boat if you’ve been drinking or
are under the influence of drugs, at nighttime or any time of
the day.
In Kenora, we are lucky to be surrounded by water and we
invite visitors and cottagers to enjoy their summer days on
the lake. But if you are spending your first summer on Lake
of the Woods and have never driven a boat or jet ski before,
please be extra careful! Get your boaters license. Ask a friend
or neighbour to help you. Wear a lifejacket. And go slow!
“Our best advice is to pay attention, be aware and always
be watching the boaters coming at you and around you,”
Const. Chevalier said. “Be considerate of nature and the
environment and other boaters on the water.”

“That’s something we want to see all the time,” Const.
Chevalier said. “We see more people on jet skis without that
person keeping watch than we do on boats.” If you don’t have
a spotter, the fine is $305.

If you are more of an off-season boater, launching your boat
as soon as the ice melts, or still boating when there’s frost
on the trees, you might want to consider packing a survival
kit. Const. Chevalier recommends packing a backpack or
air-tight container with basic survival items such as a tarp, a
candle, waterproof matches, rope, and granola bars or other
high protein foods.

Smart boaters also know to avoid busy, narrow channels,

Boat smart. Boat safe.
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Lit up like Las Vegas

or dimmed down like a sleepy little fishing town?
Is your outdoor lighting style at the cottage causing light pollution?
by Shauna DeGagné

If your outdoor lighting style at the cottage is something you
haven’t given much thought to, perhaps it’s time to consider
how your lighting choices are affecting the night sky, as well
as the people and wildlife around you.
Many folks are unknowingly contributing to light pollution
and may not realize there are simple ways to create light and
ambiance while eliminating non-usable light.
If that sounds complicated, let’s bring in an expert.
Meet Gary Jenkins, lighting specialist at Robinson Lighting
in Winnipeg. Gary has been in the business for 20 years,
and said he looks at outdoor cottage lighting as a three-step
process.
The first is lighting the cottage so that the immediate
surrounding area, like the garage and walkway to the door, is

illuminated. The second is considering architectural details
and special features, and how to highlight them. The third
involves the areas of the property away from the cottage,
which is where most light pollution ends up being created,
according to Gary.
“The number one thing to look at is shielding, or how is the
light being controlled,” Gary said. “Anytime we’re talking
about light pollution, you want to make sure it is being
controlled. Not a bunch of lightbulbs behind glass throwing
light out somewhere.”
Gary said that since the introduction of LED lighting a few
years back; controlling your light has become much easier.
“LED lights are only going to send light in one direction,”
he explained. “We’ve been able to do a lot more interesting
things in terms of light distribution.”

Extend Your Living Space Outdoors

995 Milt Stegall Drive | Winnipeg MB R3G 3H7 | (204) 784-0099 | www.robinsonlightingcentre.com
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To light the outdoor perimeter of your cottage, Gary
recommends soffit mounted down lights, also known as pot
lights.

areas. If we use landscape lighting in a controlled manner, we
can still show off things within the area without creating light
pollution.”

“These will shine the light down the face of the building and
spill four to six feet away from the cottage,” Gary said.

If you are in the construction stage of your cottage, working
with a lighting professional like Gary will save you time and
money.

Wall mounted fixtures with motion sensors and timers should
also be considered, he said.
For areas away from the main cottage like the staircase
that leads to your dock, or a path to your guest cottage, for
example, safety should be your number one concern.
“Especially when I look at Lake of the Woods and that region,
there’s a lot of shape to the topography. There’s a lot of
change to elevation and terrain,” Gary said. “We like to use
landscape lighting to allow the light to be brought out to those

“We know what to look for and we can help walk you through
the options,” Gary said. “When we talk to people from the
Lake of the Woods region, the two most common concerns are
making sure they have enough light and it lights the house (or
cottage) well, but often the most pressing concern for people
is that it is energy efficient and it won’t drive their electric bill
through the roof.”
One way to reduce your lighting bill is to make sure you
aren’t leaving the indoor or outdoor lights on when you
aren’t at the cottage. This
can be a tempting way to
try to deter an intruder, but
isn’t very effective, according
to Gary. Phone apps are
available that allow you
to control your lights from
wherever you may be.
For more scientific
information on the affects of
light pollution and ways to
curb it, visit the International
Dark Sky Association website
at www.darksky.org.

Five quick tips to
curb light pollution
1.

Turn on only when
needed

2.

Only light the area
that needs it

3.

Be no brighter than
necessary

4.

Minimize blue light
emissions

5.

Be fully shielded
(pointing
downward)
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Our Stories
are written i
Astronomy starts with learning the night sky.
It can quickly become a cottage activity that
leads to new discoveries every night.
by Shauna DeGagné
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I’m writing this at the end of March 2020. The world has been somewhat turned upside down. Schools
are closed, many people aren’t at work, even more people are fearful and alone, wondering when this
period of social distancing will end. As a cottager, you have been asked to stay at your primary residence
and not venture to the lake just yet.
Perhaps by the time you read this, things will have settled down a bit. Perhaps not. If you are looking for
something to ground you, something to help you remember that you and this time are just moments, all
you need to do is take Stephen Hawking’s advice: when it is quiet and clear and dark, look up.
“All the stars are just far away suns,” explained Brendon Roy, president of the Royal Astronomical
Society of Canada (RASC), Thunder Bay Centre. “So when we see star light, we’re actually seeing the story
of the history of the universe.”
Imagine that for a second. You are gazing at the history of the world. The same stars that shone on your
grandparents and their grandparents are still there, keeping
Look up at the stars and not down at your feet. you company and providing comfort.

Try to make sense of what you see, and wonder
about what makes the universe exist.
Be curious. – Stephen Hawking

“The closest stars are ten light years away,” Roy said. “Some
are thousands of light years away, so that means we are seeing
them as they were in the time before the Romans.”

Roy first became interested in astronomy at age 12 after
reading a couple of good books on the topic. Now 40, his head
is full of fascinating facts relating to the stars, our area, and Canadian history.
Before Confederation, amateur astronomers would likely be found working on navigational ships, Roy
explained. Back then, there were no accurate maps, so the stars were the only reference points. During
this time in Northwestern Ontario, a Royal Navy member named David Thompson was hired to make a
detailed map of the region.
“He travelled through all the fur trading routes, through Thunder Bay up into Winnipeg, to accurately
locate the fur trading posts for the Hudson Bay Company,” Roy said. The state-of-the-art astronomical
observatory at Thunder Bay’s Fort William Historical Park is named after David Thompson.

in the Stars

Feeling drawn to learn more? Roy says that most people who
become interested in astronomy get hooked because of a book
or news article they’ve read, or even a particular experience
they’ve had.

“First thing is the bug has to bite you,” Roy said. “Sometimes
it’s a lunar eclipse or meteor shower when camping, and a
switch just gets turned on in someone’s head. And then they
get into the hobby. Once the fires start burning, there are different paths you can take. I recommend
starting with a magazine or a good book.”
Perhaps the best thing about star gazing at the cottage is that you don’t necessarily need any equipment
at all.
“Northwestern Ontario gets the benefit of being away from city lights. We truly get dark skies very easily
here,” Roy said. “For those with an urban night sky, get away to where you can see at least some of the
stars. The major constellations are bright enough to shine through. Those who live in a rural area might
get overwhelmed at first because there are so many stars.”
So many stars, but only one moon, and it is definitely worth a second look, whether it is full, a crescent,
or just a sliver in the sky. Moon watching can be done with the naked eye.
If you decide you want a closer look, Roy suggests starting with a pair of inexpensive binoculars.
“With modern binoculars, you can see crater features and the changing light,” he said. “A small backyard
telescope of any quality will reveal the craters, which are sharp, boulder-like features.”
Before investing in more costly equipment, you should seek out an experienced astronomer.
“Before you make a major telescope purchase, come find us so we can help guide you through the
process,” Roy said.
How does one find an astronomer? Easy. Just look up and follow the stars.
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Shooting the stars
by Shauna DeGagné

If you are curious about astronomy, and photography is
also something you enjoy, why not try pairing the two?
Professional photographer Rob Lovatt, of Keywest Photo
image by design inc. in Brandon, shared his top five tips
and tricks for capturing beautiful images of the night sky.

For more information on astronomy, please visit
the following websites. Many thanks to David
Shepherd, Interpretive Specialist at Fort William
Historical Park, for compiling this list.
•

https://www.rasc.ca/explore-universe
The Explore the Universe program, which is
run by the RASC, is a great program for people
to learn the night sky. The program even has
challenges that people can compete in, as well
as levels and awards. It is easy and fun.

•

https://www.darksky.org/
A great resource for people who want to
protect the night sky.

•

https://stellarium-web.org/
This program lets people see constellations and
planets in real time from their location.

•

https://www.timeanddate.com/astronomy/
night/canada/kenora
This site shows what is happening in Kenora’s
night sky.

•

https://www.cleardarksky.com/c/KenoraONkey.
html?1
This is the main program used to predict clear
or cloudy skies in Canada.

•

http://www.tbrasc.org/
The local chapter of the RASC.

Watch the weather and environmental conditions
As you get closer to a full moon, it’s less ideal. Try shooting
between dawn and dusk. “In the summer, anywhere
between 10 p.m. and 2 a.m. is ideal,” Lovatt said. Humidity
will also have a little bit of an effect on the amount of
star activity you can see. “Moisture in the air will hamper
views,” he said.
Find the darkest dark
Turn out all the lights that surround you or go for a stroll in
the woods. “Light pollution is tough to avoid,” Lovatt said.
“Make sure you’re far enough away from yard lights.” Work
on shielding your lens from any nearby light.
Equipment: the wider the lens, the better
“The biggest key is to have lenses that let in a lot of light,”
Lovatt said. “Prime lenses let a lot of light in and help
with clarity of images.” And try for longer, individual
exposures. “Thirty seconds for a wide-angle lens is about
the maximum.” If you want to get really technical, do
some reading on the Rule of 500. It basically boils down
to figuring out the maximum number of seconds that you
can use in conjunction with the focal length of your lens.
Lovatt also recommends using a tripod, which he said is
“absolutely a critical part” of night sky photography. You
may also want to consider a remote shutter release and/
or using the timer on your camera. Both of these will allow
you to capture an image without physically touching your
camera. “Any movement will risk blurring the image even a
tiny bit,” Lovatt said.
Look north
With digital photography, you generally point a wide-angle
lens at the North Star or the Milky Way. “Turn off auto
focus, and manually focus it to infinity,” Lovatt said. Figure
out the local length of your lens, set the exposure to 20 to
30, set the aperture to wide open, and the sensitivity to
1600. Then start shooting!
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If you prefer reading books, try the highly
recommended Nightwatch: A practical guide to
viewing the universe by Terence Dickinson. It’s
available at the Kenora Public Library.

Learn more with an app
Lovatt recommends Star Walk, an app that shows and
explains constellations. “You’ll get an explanation of what
you’re looking at,” he said. “It’s excellent.”
If you are ever lucky enough to visit Riding Mountain National
Park during its Dark Sky Weekend, be sure to register for
one of Lovatt’s dark sky photography workshops. You can
also stop by Keywest Photo’s satellite office at Clear Lake.
Visit www.keywestphoto.ca for up to date information on
workshops and other special events, or search Keywest Photo
image by design inc. on Instagram and Facebook.

KeNora’s

BBQs, wood stoves & gas fireplaces
807.467.3338

info@smokefire.ca

Visit us at 1080 railway st. across from Dufresne’s
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deAlers for
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Finding the right
wood flooring product
for the cottage

Large windows with breathtaking lake views and a cozy
wood fireplace to curl up around on cold winter nights are
two features everybody wants at their cottage. But, a cottage
wouldn’t be a cottage if it didn’t have some form of wood
flooring.
The abundance of wood flooring products on the market will
make any cottager’s head spin. When thinking of buying a
new floor it is best to know your budget and how that fits into
the various flooring options.
There are three main types of wood flooring on the market.
A cottager will find a variety of solid wood, engineered and
laminate floor products to choose from.
Solid wood flooring
Solid wood flooring is cut from solid pieces of wood. They are
milled to a standard specification with tongue and groove
sides. Installation involves either nailing or stapling down the
individual boards to the sub-floor.
Oak and maple are the most popular wood species used in
solid wood floors. All woods vary in hardness (durability) and
cost. This flooring can be bought as either planks or strips.
Strip floorboards are less than three inches wide and plank
floorboards are three inches or wider.
One downside to all solid wood floors is that they will react
to the presence of moisture. In the winter heating months,
moisture leaves the wood causing the floor to contract. This
leaves gaps between each plank. In the summer months when
the humidity is higher the wood will expand and the gaps will
disappear.
Engineered wood flooring
Engineered wood flooring is the best alternative to solid wood
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flooring. This product is manufactured in a manner similar
to plywood. Three to nine thin sheets of wood are laminated
together with special glue under heat and pressure to form a
single plank.
Wood always wants to expand in a certain direction. Solid
wood floors will always expand across the width of the plank,
rather than down the length of the board. To avoid this
problem each thin wood ply in an engineered flooring plank
is placed in an opposite direction to each other — this is called
cross-ply construction. It is what gives this type of floor its
dimensional stability. This is important at a cottage with the
drastic seasonal changes.
The quality of an engineered wood floor can be determined by
six factors. They include the thickness of the wear (top) layer,
the number of plies that the board is made of, the surface
cutting procedure used, overwood, edges and finish.
Laminate flooring
Laminate flooring is one of the most versatile flooring
materials on the market. With this product a cottager could
imitate wood, tile or stone surfaces.
Laminate flooring planks are made of layers of materials
laminated together for strength. Laminate flooring uses
resins, wood fibre and Kraft paper compacted under pressure
to create the final product. The surface of a laminate floor
is actually a photo. An image of wood is printed onto a thin
layer of paper and is treated with a wear layer for protection.
Ease of installation is due to the fact that laminate floors are
floating floors. They are not attached to the sub-floor with
nails or staples like a solid or engineered wood floor. They
use a tongue-and-groove design where the planks simply lock
together.

BUILDING DREAMS

CONSTRUCTION – BUILDING CONTRACTORS
windows and joints, Boutette said. Use caulking to
seal joints and replace wood casing that is old and
rotting.
DO prepare your walls.
“It is very important that you wash them properly,”
Durbin said. “Hair spray, and soap from the
shower, will actually stick to bathroom walls.”
He recommends using trisodium phosphate (TSP),
a fairly strong cleaner that will break down and
clean almost anything. It doesn’t have a strong
smell, but you should wear rubber gloves to
protect your skin. After using TSP, rinse the walls
with clean water.

Paint like a pro
Tips and tricks to get a professional finish
by Shauna DeGagné
Stop the endless Google searching! If you want to become a
pro DIYer in the world of wall painting, you’ve come to the
right place. By the end of this article, you’ll know the dos and
don’ts of painting, thanks to three veteran painters with a ton
of knowledge and experience.
Our pros are Tim Durbin, owner and operator of Tim’s Paint
and Trim for over 25 years, Joe Boutette, retired teacher and
residential painter with decades of experience, and Dean
Konoski, owner of Rite-Way Decorators, with over 40 years of
experience.
DO fix imperfections before you paint.
If your cottage is older, inspect the areas around your

807-407-1631
ssclotw@gmail.com

Walls in the living room, dining room, and
bedroom won’t be as dirty, but oily fingerprints
can be cleaned using a Sunlight dish soap and
water mixture, according to Durbin.
After rinsing the TSP or soap mix, check to see if your walls
need to be repaired. Durbin recommends a product called
Spackle, perfect for smaller repair and patch jobs. Spackle
goes on pink, but it dries white, which means it is ready to
be sanded. “It’s a simple product to use,” Durbin said. After
sanding, apply primer to those bare spots.
Boutette’s prep advice is pretty simple: fill in any holes, give
the wall a good sand, remove dust using a damp cloth, then
apply two coats of paint. “Sometimes you might have to
prime depending on the colour,” Boutette said. “Priming also
covers all kinds of imperfections. But always a good sand
before you paint.”
MAYBE use painter’s tape.
Expert painters normally cut around edges and corners
using an angled brush. If you have shaky hands, you might
consider using painter’s tape to protect your moldings and
frames. To avoid bleeding, Konoski recommends the FrogTape

1023 Golf Course Rd
Kenora, ON P9N 4T1

SHAUN D. STEVENSON CONSTRUCTION LTD.

Specializing in Lake of the Woods island builds
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brand. “It won’t damage what you’re sticking it on,” he said.
“FrogTape is just a better quality tape.” If you decide to skip
the tape, Boutette’s advice is to keep a damp cloth on hand
to quickly wipe away mistakes. And remember: there’s always
the second coat! “If it’s a bit jagged the first time, you have
another coat,” Durbin said.

Buy good quality brushes that you can use over and over.
Expect to spend between $10 to $15, depending on the
size. Boutette said he uses just one brush for an entire job.
“Clean it with soap and water and it’ll last a very long time,”
Boutette said. Durbin agreed. “A brush is like a person,” he
said. “It gets better with age.”

DO use good quality paint.

DO choose your colours wisely.

Boutette uses Benjamin Moore, available at Tim’s Paint and
Trim. “I’ve always used Benjamin Moore and most of the time,
I use their middle line,” Boutette said. Using quality paint will
affect your overall experience, too. “It makes it easier for you
in the end if it’s a good quality product,” Durbin said. “If you
use a quality product and it goes well, you’re more likely to do
it again.” Konoski added, “You’ll get a better overall finish and
better lasting quality.”

Boutette sees many people choose colours they think are
contrasting, but that end up looking almost exactly the
same. His advice is to choose a colour that is two to three
shades lighter than your darker colour.

DON’T mix paint brands/finishes.
Once you choose your brand and finish, stick to it. Even if
colour swatches from two different brands appear to match
on paper, they will appear different on your walls, Boutette
warned. Most people choose an eggshell finish for all walls
except the bathroom.
DO use mildew resistant paint in the bathroom.
Tim’s Paint and Trim offers two types: Kitchen and Bath in
pearl finish, and Bath and Spa in a matte finish, which is
a washable flat. “The pearl is probably the most popular,”
Durbin said.
And before you paint, fix caulking around the tub and sink so
it doesn’t take in any moisture, Boutette said.
DO consider the environment.
Durbin said most paints on today’s market are very low
in VOCs (volatile organic compounds). “They are all very
environmentally friendly,” he said. “Zero VOCs means there’s
no odour.”

If you like the idea of an accent wall, choose the wall that’s
opposite the window, Boutette said. “If the accent colour is
on the window wall, it’ll look too dark,” he said.
Trim should be painted in a different finish from your walls.
Either pearl or semi-gloss will do the trick, Boutette said.
DON’T tackle jobs outside your comfort zone.
Varnishing, whitewashing, and staining are jobs for
someone with experience, according to Boutette. “Stain has
to be applied properly or it isn’t going to look good,” he said.
If you are keen to tackle these types of projects yourself,
just talking to a professional could make all the difference.
“The important thing is to know what to use, and that’s
when you should ask a professional,” Konoski said. “A lot
of time projects will fail because the wrong products were
used.”
DON’T risk injury.
If your sky-high cottage is surrounded by uneven ground,
don’t attempt to scale a ladder for painting or staining
purposes. The crew at Rite-Way Decorators are all trained,
certified and insured for ladder and scaffolding use.
DO know when to call in the pros!
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Getting the most out of a tree
Engineered wood products have moved homebuilding to a new era of
more fiber-efficient and lightweight engineered materials
Plywood is often called the original engineered wood product.
It was one of the first to be made by bonding together
cut or refashioned pieces of wood to form a larger and
integrated composite unit stronger and stiffer than the sum
of its parts. Cross-laminating layers of wood veneer actually
improves upon the inherent structural advantages of wood
by distributing the along-the-grain strength of wood in both
directions. This idea of “reconstituting” wood fiber to produce
better-than-wood building materials has led in more recent
times to a technological revolution and the rise of a whole
new engineered wood product industry.
Background
Until the 1950s, most homes were constructed with solid
sawn lumber framing with diagonal board sheathing placed
on floors, walls and roof. In the 1960s, plywood sheathing
had become common for floors, roofs and walls, and the
use of trusses in roofs had replace rafters throughout the
homebuilding industry.
Transition to engineered lightweight construction
In the 1980s, both environmental and consumer demand
spurred the transition to engineered lightweight wood
construction. Environmental constraints reduced the size
of trees delivered to saw mills. With larger-diameter logs
unavailable, the wood industry developed technology to
“disassemble” smaller logs and glue them back together
lighter and stronger. It became possible to make a 20-foot long
2x12 floor joist out of a 9-inch diameter tree.
An engineered wood product is any product consisting
of a combination of smaller components into a structural
member. Engineered products are developed to use materials
efficiently. Many engineered wood products are lighter in
weight than conventional products they are designed to
replace. For the sake of definition here, engineered wood
products are structural components or assemblies that are
offered as alternatives to solid sawn lumber.
How engineered wood products are manufactured
There are three primary manufacturing methods to
dismantling a log and reassemble it into an engineered wood
product — stranding, peeling and sawing.
Stranding
Stranding is the most efficient method to convert a log into an
engineered wood product because it uses the smallest pieces.
It involves slicing a log into 1 to 12 inch strands, similar to a
cheese grater. The strands are dried in a large rotary drum,
where resin is applied. The strands are then dropped into a
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forming bin and pressed together to form the product. These
products can be thin and flat like plywood, or long and wide
like lumber.
There are three primary types of wood products
manufactured from strands; orientated strand board (OSB),
laminated strand lumber (LSL) and orientated strand lumber
(OSL). OSB most often is used as panels and as a lumber
substitute. OSB is formed by alternating the layers of strands
perpendicular to the previous layer, which provides bending
support in two directions.
Peeling
Rotary peeling involves placing a long knife parallel to the
outside edge of a spinning log. The knife peels slices off the
log like a paper towel off a roll. The wood slices are then
clipped into individual sheets (called veneers), which are
dried, glued, and pressed together to form the product.
There are three primary wood products manufactured using
peeling technology; plywood, laminated veneer lumber (LVL),
and parallel strand lumber (PSL).
Sawing
Sawing involves cutting a log into common rectangular
sections such as a 2x4. The lumber is dried and cut to length
before assembly as an engineered wood product, such as
trusses or I-joist flanges.
Engineered wood products with multiple components
An engineered wood product may consist of multiple
engineered components. For example, an I-joist can have OSB
as the web, and lumber or structural composite lumber as
the flanges. A glued-laminated timber beam is an engineered
assembly of specially graded lumber. A truss is an engineered
assembly often comprised of sawn lumber chords and wood
or metal webs.
Some advantages of engineered wood products
One of the most attractive features of these engineered
components and assemblies is that they can be produced to
longer lengths than their sawn lumber counterparts. They can
be cut to exact lengths prior to delivery, thereby eliminating
job site waste. They also eliminate any problems related to
natural defects present in sawn lumber.
In response to consumer demands, the wood industry
developed technologies to use smaller trees more efficiently.
These technologies moved homebuilding to a new era of more
fiber-efficient and lightweight engineered materials — thus the
term “engineered wood products”. It will be interesting to see
where technology takes us next in homebuilding products.
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The next generation of boatlifts
Make your boatlifts cable free with hydraulics
by Rick Brignall
Boatlifts seem like the ultimate cottage luxury — lifting a boat
out of the water with the push of a drum switch. At one time
they were a luxury that only a few could afford. But, cottagers
and how they cottage have evolved over the years.
Your boat is an investment that needs to be protected. A
boatlift keeps it out of the water, stops it from bouncing
around in the waves and continually rubbing against the
dock. Winter storage fees become a thing of the past as each
fall you can lift it out of the water and not worry about it until
spring.
The traditional boatlift uses a steel structure to carry the
weight of the boat. A simple motor and gear assembly powers
a system of steel cables, pulleys and rollers that lifts the boat,
sitting on a cradle, in and out of the water. It isn’t that pretty
to look at. The steel cables like to bind, moving parts needed
to be greased and due to the gear ratio it seems to take
forever to lift or lower.
It is a very simple system that would be hard to improve on.
But, it has and it involves completely reinventing how you lift
the boat. The only thing that stayed the same was the fact
the boat is being raised or lowered on a cradle. And, it uses
technology and engineering principles already used for many
years.
This new product is called the Hydraulic Under Mount Boatlift.
Instead of using a motor and cable system to muscle a boat
out of the water, a hydraulic system simply takes mechanical
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energy and converts it into fluid energy to do this operation.
The Hydraulic Under Mount Boat Lift is attached to the dock
structure just above the water and below the decking. This
leaves all components of the lift free and clear from water.
No overhead steel is required, giving you a clean uncluttered
boathouse free of cables hanging from the ceiling. This new
system is hardly noticeable in the boathouse, making it
almost look like a boat is floating above and out of the water.
Instead of a 120/240-volt motor to worry about, a hydraulic
system is 24 volts and powered by batteries. It just needs to be
plugged into a trickle charger to keep up the battery charge.
Hydraulic lifts work on a basic principle: to go up, a hydraulic
pump pushes oil into the hydraulic cylinder, pushing the
piston (which pushes the boat cradle) up. To go down, the
valve opens and oil is allowed to flow back into the reservoir,
and is pushed back using the gravitational force of the boat.
The location of the hydraulic box, which houses the motor,
pump, controls and batteries, can be very flexible. It can be
located near the lift for an easy install. But, for pure esthetics
and preserving deck space, the hydraulic box can be located
in a mechanical room, on a shelf, in a closet or even in the
boathouse rafters. The hydraulic cables just need to be
extended between the hydraulic box and the lift.
Hydraulic boatlifts are the newest level of luxury at the
cottage.
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PWC Lifts

OUR BUSINESS IS
YOUR LEISURE

Complete

Marine Sy
stem

Boat Port

NEW
PRODUCT

Lift
Floating Boat

Marinas

Showroom

Marine

Railway

SERVING NORTHWESTERN ONTARIO & MANITOBA FOR OVER 30 YEARS

In-house Pipe Pile
& Helical Pile Drilling
807 547 4444 | 1940 HWY 17 W, KENORA | info@docksandlifts.ca

docksandlifts.ca
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8 kitchen design mistakes
Tips to create a kitchen you don’t want to leave due to its overall functionality and style
A lot of home activities — cooking, cleaning, eating, drinking and socializing — take place in the kitchen. That’s why it needs to
be both beautiful and functional. Regardless of your kitchen design style, organization and layout are essential.
Here are the eight mistakes to avoid in order to achieve a practical and elegant kitchen design.

1|

Obstructing the kitchen triangle

2|

Wasting storage space

3|

4|

Specialists refer to the sink, stove and refrigerator
as the kitchen triangle, the area of greatest activity
that requires careful planning and unobstructed
access. Of the three, the sink typically sees the
most action. It should have easy access to the
stove and refrigerator, as well as your countertop
workstations. If the work triangle is too small,
people will be tripping over each other; if it’s too
large, food preparation could be a tiring task.

Kitchens typically contain lots of stuff. Not only
that, items often concealed behind kitchen
cabinets can be oddly shaped and require a lot of
space. Finding a home for your appliances while
keeping them easily accessible can be tricky.
One big design mistake is not including enough
storage. Almost every kitchen has wasted space,
but this can be minimized with adequate planning
and forethought.

5|

Forgoing a backsplash

6|

Poor ventilation

Inadequate counter space
One of the biggest complaints about kitchen
design is the lack of counter space. Considering
all the kitchen activities that require a countertop,
you want to fit as much open horizontal surface
area in a kitchen as possible. This can be achieved
by adding an island or breakfast bar to an
L-shaped kitchen.

7|

Poor lighting
The kitchen is one room where you can’t afford to
have poor lighting. It’s not only a matter of design
and atmosphere, but also safety when it comes
to handling sharp knives and other kitchen tools.
Plus, the more light you have in the room, the
better you can show off your design elements.
Rooms generally need three types of lighting:
general lighting for overall illumination, task
lighting and accent lighting.
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8|

When budgeting or designing a new kitchen or
remodel, the backsplash sometimes slips to the
end of the list. Occasionally, it’s left out of the plan
altogether. This may save you money in the short
term, but in the long run it will cost you a lot of time
and effort. Think about all the steam, water and
grease in the kitchen and you’ll understand why
installing a backsplash above the cooktop and
counters is a smart idea. It is much easier to clean
grease off a backsplash made of tile, metal or plastic
than off paint or wallpaper.

The best kitchen fades in the presence of noxious
odours. Inexpensive range hoods simply circulate
stale air, while a good ventilation system will
improve the quality of your indoor air and also keep
your kitchen cleaner. It also helps to extend the life
of your appliances. Although it can be a substantial
investment, a good ventilation system will make life
easier and more pleasant, especially if your kitchen
opens to a living area or family room.
Choosing the wrong kitchen island
When it comes to kitchen islands, we generally
think of additional storage, preparation and serving
space in the kitchen. But the fact of the matter is
that kitchen islands can waste a lot of space. Islands
that obstruct the flow of traffic to and from the sink,
refrigerator, stove and primary workstations will
create bottlenecks. An island should be at least 4 feet
long and 2 feet deep, but it also must allow room for
people move and work around it.
Going too trendy
Although it’s not necessarily a mistake, the latest
kitchen trends and high-end equipment may not be
the best choices. Trendy colors and designs have a
short half-life, and you may never see a return on
your large investments in the latest kitchenware.
Look for kitchen innovations and appliances that are
timeless.
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MATIOWSKI FARMERS’ MARKET
WEDNESDAYS – JUNE 17 - SEPTEMBER 30, 2020
8:30 AM – 2:00 PM
in the Whitecap Pavilion on Kenora’s Harbourfront
Farm Fresh meat I LOCaL prOduCe I baked gOOds I dIps & spreads I LOCaL artwOrk I JeweLLery & textILes

C U S T O M

C A B I N E T S

204-736-4734 F: 204-736-4671 C: 204-801-6343 customedge@mts.net
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A cottage with a
cool tin roof
Seven things to know before choosing a metal roof
by Rick Brignall
If your current cottage roof has seen better days, consider
these metal roofing pros and cons before you patch or replace
it. You may find these highly efficient, low maintenance metal
roofs are just right for your cottage.
Pro: Metal roofs are durable and long lasting
Compared to asphalt, metal is a far more durable and
longer-lasting option for cottage roofs. In fact, most cottage
owners who choose to install a metal roof will never have to
think about re-roofing again. A properly installed metal roof
typically will last as long as the cottage itself. Thanks to the
material’s unique durability, you can count on it to withstand
the elements, including wind gusts and light hailstorms. They
will not corrode or crack thanks to rustproof coatings.
Unlike asphalt, metal roofing is 100 percent unaffected by the
growth of mildew, fungus and moss. These growths not only
look extremely undesirable, but they can also dramatically
shorten the lifespan of an asphalt roof.
Con:  Metal roofs are more expensive
The many years of service that a metal roof promises comes
at a higher price. They simply cost more than a traditional
asphalt roofing material. That’s not to say that cottage owners
won’t recoup money on their initial investment. You might
have to pay for replacing a conventional asphalt shingle roof
several times over the lifespan of your cottage. A high quality
metal roof could very likely be the last roof your cottage will
ever need. It’s as the saying goes, “You get what you pay for”.
Pro: Metal roofs are environmentally friendly
Traditional asphalt shingles are a petroleum product and,
as such, increase our dependency on fossil fuels. Plus, they
require replacement every 15 to 25 years. In the United States
it is estimated nearly 20 billion pounds of old asphalt shingles
are sent to the landfill each year. Metal roofs are considered
a more sustainable alternative for a number of reasons. They
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consist of at least 25 percent recycled material and are 100
percent recyclable themselves.
Con: Metal roofs can be dented
Although today’s metal roofs are designed to withstand
decades of abuse from extreme weather, including heavy
snow and ice, both of which slide right down the slick metal
slope rather than linger and cause leakage, some metal can
still be dented by large hail or falling branches. On the other
hand, asphalt shingles can be damaged by winds or even
blown off the roof if they have been poorly installed.
Pro:  Metal roofs are energy-efficient
Money spent on the installation of a metal roof can be
recouped from the savings in monthly cooling and heating
costs thanks to this type of roof’s reflective properties. Metal
roofs reflect solar radiant heat instead of absorbing it, which
can reduce cooling cost by as much as 25 percent.
They can also provide important benefits in a cold
environment. Ice dams can be a significant problem. They
occur when there is a combination of insufficient insulation
and vapour-barrier and poor ventilation. An ice dam is a
wall of ice, which builds along the eaves of the cottage. It will
eventually build up and push back under the roof shingles,
where it may leak into the house. All this can be avoided by
installing a metal roof, no shingles for the ice to back up under.
Con: Metal roofs can be noisy
Metal roofs can be noisier than other types of roofing,
especially during a heavy rain or thunderstorm.
Pro: Metal roofs are stylish
Today’s metal roofs are a far cry from the corrugated tin barn
roofs. They are available in various materials in a dizzying
array of colours, finished and shapes.
Many people are put off by the idea of buying a metal roof
because it will be more expensive than choosing a cheaper
option such as asphalt shingles. If your cottage is a long term
investment, it would be best to go with metal as you know at
some point asphalt shingles will require replacement. Not to
mention all the other positive benefits of a metal roof. You will
have piece of mind in knowing that your roof will provide a
durable and waterproof protection barrier for your cottage.

ROOFING

SIDING

STEEL & ALUMINUM

RECREATIONAL • RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL
Sloped & Flat Roofing | Asphalt Shingles | Cedar Shingles & Shakes
Metal Roofs | Siding | Soffit | Fascia & Eavestroughs

..........................................................................................
OVER 1,000 PROPERTIES ROOFED IN N.W.O.

HEAD OFFICE: 2053 Hwy 17 East, Kenora
CALL: 807.548.2811 or 807.223.5223 | WPG: 204.237.5401
FX: 807.548.2187 | E: remond@mymts.net

www.remrroofing.com
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The anatomy of a cottage roof
Understanding a cottage roof system is key to its longevity and proper replacement
by Rick Brignall
Your cottage roof system has to be pretty resilient to withstand
the wide-ranging weather elements in Canada. It simply lies
there and doesn’t get the respect it deserves. It is taken for
granted until it fails and causes damage inside the cottage. It
becomes important to make periodic roof inspections to spot
developing problems. The extent of the problems and age of
the roof are key factors that can help you decide whether to do
repairs or completely replace the roof.
On first thought, a roof is just a layer of material to keep
moisture out of the interior of the building. Essentially this is
the purpose of the roof, but it is actually a system made-up of
various components or layers. Each component plays a part
in it working properly.
The roof system
There are six basic components of the roof system: 1) The
roof structure consisting of the rafter and truss construction
that supports the sheathing 2) The sheathing, which are the
boards or sheeting material that are fastened to the roof
rafter to cover the house 3) Underlayment, like an asphaltsaturated material or a rubberized membrane is used as a
secondary layer of protection for the roof sheathing 4) The
primary roof covering, like asphalt shingles, protects the
sheathing from the weather 5) The drainage components are
the features of the roof system design, such as shape, slope,
layout that affects its ability to shed water 6) Proper flashing
is laid into the various joints and valleys of a roof system to
prevent water seepage.
Ventilation is also critical in a roof system’s durability.
Without it, heat and moisture build-up in the attic area
combines to cause rafter and sheathing to rot, roof shingles
to buckle, and insulation to lose its effectiveness.
Enemies of the roof system
Your roof takes a beating year round and it can’t take a day
off from this exposure. Here is what it is up against.
•

•

•

Heat and ultraviolet rays from the sun cause roofing
materials to deteriorate over time. This deterioration can
occur faster on the sides facing west or south.
When water gets underneath shingles, shakes, or other
roofing materials, it can work its way to the sheathing
and cause the roof structure to rot. The extra moisture
also encourages mildew and rot elsewhere in the house,
including damaged walls, ceilings, insulation, and
electrical system.
High winds can lift the edges of shingles and force water
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and debris underneath them. Very high winds can do
extensive damage.
•

Melting snow refreezes at the roof’s overhang (where the
surface is cooler), forming an ice dam and blocking proper
drainage into the eavestrough. Instead, the water backs up
under the shingles and seeps into the interior. During the
early melt stages, eavestrough and downspouts can be first
to fill with ice and be damaged beyond repair or torn off
the house.

Do I need a new roof?
There are many different signs a roof system is in need of an
up-grade. A thorough inspection of the exterior and interior of
the roof will help determine this need.
On an exterior roof inspection you are looking for blistered,
curled or split shingles, loose or missing nails, dark patches
on asphalt shingles or large amounts of granules in the
eavestrough. You are looking for sagging at the ridgelines and
hip lines, rusted flashing and loose shingles in the valleys, and
around plumbing vents or chimneys. Also inspect for rusted
metal or loose shingles in locations where a vertical side of the
home meets the roof.
An interior roof inspection looks for sagging decking
between the rafters. The most obvious sign of deterioration
is outside light that can be seen through the roof. Signs of
leakage in the attic include dark spots in the wood. Signs of
water damage or leaking inside the building includes water
stains or sagging ceilings.
Replacement
The level of its deterioration ultimately determines the level
of difficulty for a roof system replacement. In very extreme
cases everything from the rafters up would need to be
replaced. Sounds unbelievable, but it happens. Most roof
systems typically just need the underlay, flashing and roofing
shingles replaced.
Asphalt shingles are the most commonly used type of shingle
due to their lower cost. This type of shingle is reinforced with
fibreglass or paper and they range in durability, typically 20
to 30 years.
Laminated shingles are similar to the traditional three-tab
asphalt shingle, but they are designed to add character, colour
and depth to the roof. Laminate shingles are made of multiple
staggered layers of material, usually asphalt. They give the
look of an expensive slate or shake roof.

CONSTRUCTION – ROOFING

Metal roofing products have become very popular, even if it
comes at an increased cost. People are paying extra for its
durability and ease of installation. Many different styles are
available to mimic more traditional styles of roofing.
Installation
Re-shingling a roof can be a weekend project for an
experienced DIYer. In most cases it is a project best left to
professionals, because any improperly installed steps can lead
to premature water damage.

Jeremy and Aaron Schwartz

807.407.0034
jeremy@schwartzbroscontracting.ca
www.lasttimeroofingkenora.ca
I N A S S O C I AT I O N W I T H S C H WA RT Z B R OT H E R S C O N T R A C T I N G

Quality of workmanship is only part of your reason for hiring
a specific contractor. You must also look at the contractor’s
health and safety practices on the job. Don’t hesitate to ask
the contractor for proof of the insurance they carry. Insist
on seeing copies of their liability coverage and workers
compensation for their employees. If a contractor is not
properly covered, the cottage owner may be held liable for
accidents that occur on their property.
A properly installed roof will last for 20 to 30 years. It is the
cottage’s top investment. When the roof is getting older
it is important to know the warning signs for repair or
replacement. Catching these problems early will save you
from major problems in the future.
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THE BEST ALWAYS ENDS UP ON TOP
Oakwood Roofing has been
around since 1977 providing
quality roofing solutions for
residential, commercial and
industrial customers. We can
provide all your roofing needs
for flat roofing, metal roofing,
shingles, tiles or shakes.
We insist on using only top
quality materials and hiring
only top quality employees,
which means you get a
superior final product.

Call or visit us online for an estimate

204.237.8361 (WINNIPEG)

www.oakwoodroofing.com

807.407.4011 (KENORA)

888.204.7663 (TOLL FREE)
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Decoding energy efficient windows
Educated window purchases comes down to figuring out the numbers

Window technology can be overlooked when dealing with
placement and sizing during a construction project. Visually
they look very simple — glass, frame and sometimes an
opening mechanism — but they utilize various technologies
on every aspect of their manufacture. Choosing the right
window might start with aesthetics, but choice should also
involve how they are built which corresponds to how energy
efficient they are.
Windows are a major source of heat loss in Canadian homes.
Windows that qualify for the Energy Star mark have been
independently listed as certified to be among the most
energy-efficient on the market. So installing them will reduce
your energy consumption and save money. They will also
increase your comfort, cut down noise levels from outside the
home, have less condensation in cold weather than standard
products and allow fewer ultraviolet rays to pass through
glazed areas, thus better protecting your valuables from sun
damage.
There are many factors affecting energy efficiency.
Energy balance
All window products experience some heat loss. They are
built to deal with radiation, conduction, convection and
air leakage. With radiation, heat energy is absorbed by the
glass and radiates towards the cooler side. With conduction,
heat energy moves through solid materials that make up the
frame, sash or spacer bars. Convection involves heat energy
transferring to the air between and around the glass. With air
leakage heat energy is transferred to air moving though seals
and gaps in the frame.
Product type and air leakage
In simple terms, windows that do not open are more airtight
than ones that do. Hinged windows are more airtight than
sliders. Hinged doors are usually more air tight than sliding
doors because they have compression seals — a soft elastic
material fills the gap between sash and frame.
Materials
Windows are available in a wide variety of materials including
aluminum, steel, fiberglass, vinyl and wood. Frames and
sashes made from vinyl or fiberglass have multiple inner
chambers, which can be foam-filled to increase efficiency.
Vinyl can also be formed as one solid piece with a very small
air pocket. Frames and sashes made from metal tend to
be less energy efficient because metal conducts heat more
readily.
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Glazing
Glazing is the term for the
transparent material, usually
glass, used in a window.
The glazing is contained
in something called an
insulating glass (IG) unit,
which consists of at least
two panes of glass separated
by a spacer bar and sealed
around the edges to make
them airtight.

Signs it may be time
to replace your
windows
•

Higher than
usual heating and
cooling costs

•

Drafts around
windows

•

Condensation or
frost on windows

The more glazing layers, the
• Damaged, loose or
better. For example, triple
warped glazing
glazed products have three
layers of glaze and are up
to 50 percent more efficient
than double glazed products. A thin layer of polyester film
may be used to replace one pane of glass and reduce the
overall weight.
Low-E or low-emissivity glass windows have a microscopically
thin coating that is transparent and reflects heat. It is
designed to reduce heat loss in winter and heat gain in
summer by up to 30 percent. It was created to minimize the
amount of infrared and ultraviolet light that comes through
your glass, without minimizing the amount of light that enters
you home.
IG units are typically filled with an inert gas such as argon or
krypton to reduce heat transfer through the glass. The spacer
bar may be made of foam, plastic or stainless steel to reduce
heat loss.
Energy Star windows
Most window’s efficiency can be scientifically measured.
In Canada, energy performance is rated using the following
values — U-factor, solar heat gain coefficient, energy rating,
R-value and visible transmittance.
U-factor measures the window’s resistance to heat loss. The
lower the number, the more efficient the product.
Solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) is a ratio showing the
amount of the sun’s heat that can pass through the product.
The higher the number, the more solar heat the product gains.
So, a lower number is better.
Energy rating (ER) is the value demonstrating the balance
between U-factor, SHGC and air leakage. The higher the
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number, the more efficient the product.
R-value measures the window’s ability to retain heat. The
higher the number, the more efficient the product. The
R-value is not part of the Energy Star energy performance
standards, but it used when buying windows as a measure of
performance.
Visible transmittance (VT) is a ratio of the amount of visible
light that can pass through a product. The higher the number,
the more light can pass through. A lower number is better.
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When looking at the window rating sticker you should
read 1) the climate zone for which it is certified, 2) certified
performance ratings, 3) a description of coating, glazing and
materials and 4) certification information.
Installation
of windows is
best left to a
professional. A
poorly installed
unit may not
operate properly
and could cause
cold drafts, even
if the product
itself is energy
efficient. Poor
installation may
also allow water
to leak into
the wall cavity
leading to costly
damage.
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www.windowdoor.net
601 Ottawa Street
Keewatin, Ontario

807-547-0302
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Technology’s growing role at the cottage
Gregg Bowman of Bowman Electric outlines five electrical products every cottager should know about
by Shauna DeGagné
Bowman Electric has been a household name in Kenora since
1957, when a young Swen Bowman started the company.
Back then it was called Swen Bowman Electric. It is currently
operated by Swen’s son, Gregg Bowman, and in the not-sodistant future, passed on to grandson Dylan. Housed on
Railway St. in Kenora, Bowman Electric employs 15 people
full time.
Gregg recognizes the crucial role cottage owners play in
supporting his business.
“The cottage industry in Kenora is an extremely important
part of any contractor’s business,” Gregg said. “It has some
rocky roads, there’s no question about it. The thing about the
cottage business now is the value of what people are willing
to spend and the technology that goes into these cottages.”
According to Gregg, some of the extras that are becoming
common place in new cottage builds include built-in WiFi,
sound systems, motorized blinds, computer-controlled
heating/cooling ventilation systems, back-up generators, and
digital switching.
There will always be new products to try, but based on
years of experience, here is Gregg’s list of the five electrical
products every cottager should know about:
5. LED lighting: environmentally friendly and cost effective.
“As a contractor, we don’t sell anything but for cottage,
home, and business. If you want us to do any lighting for
you, it’s going to be LED. LED has come down in price and
it’s affordable for anybody. You shouldn’t even consider
anything else.”

there. So when he’s on
his phone, he needs an
app. He needs to know
what the temperature is,
he needs to know what
the lights are doing, and
he needs to know if and
when somebody entered
his cottage.”
Fire protection and
security alarms also tie
into automation.
It can also include
simple perks, like being
able to turn on the
boathouse lights from
the boat, or the garage
lights from the car.

Gregg Bowman of Bowman Electric

And the number one electrical product every cottager should
know about is...
1. A properly installed water pump.
You must have GFI (Ground Fault Interrupter) protection and
the proper cable.
If you have a submersible water pump, chances are it was
not installed correctly. Why? Because it was designed to go
down a well, not in a lake, and absolutely not in an area where
people swim.

4.  Back-up generator:  be prepared!
Bowman sells and services the Generac brand. “That’s a big
part of our business — back-up generators. The customer base
is expanding quicker than they (utility company) can afford
to replace or upgrade the grid. So there’s going to be lots of
failure.”

“It’s probably connected to a piece of wire that’s not approved
to be laying on the rocks at the bottom of the lake,” Gregg
explained. “And chances are, you don’t have proper ground
fault protection on that pump. You maybe put it on when you
first got the pump, but it tripped, so you took it out and put a
regular breaker in.”

3. Surge protection: mandatory with every new panel 		
installation.
“We always get a call about something… a TV, a stereo, a
water pump… all because of lack of surge protection. It’s not
optional, you’re getting it whether you want it or not. It’s
important to have.”

A cautionary true story from Gregg: Imagine jumping off
your dock, hitting the water and having all your limbs seize
up. That’s exactly what happened to a couple of guys on
Clearwater Bay. One of them, a doctor, thought he was having
a heart attack. Turns out, the water pump was running when
they jumped in and the wires from the pump were bared
and sitting up against the steel leg of the dock, sending an
electrical current through the water and around the dock.
Thankfully, the men were able to get out of the water safely.

2. Automation: for insurance and peace of mind.
“Because of the value of these cottages, the cottage owner
wants to know what his cottage is doing even when he’s not
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IMAGINE YOUR LIFE WITHOUT POWER.
GENERATORS PROVIDE

Refrigeration/freezer for food & medicines
Furnace | Air conditioning
Lighting, inside & outside
Clean water for drinking & bathing
Sump pump | Kitchen appliances
Internet | cell phone chargers | TV | radio
Washing & drying clothes | Fans
Security system | Garage door opener
Medical equipment
Charging power tools for use during the
emergency and post-outage cleanup

GENERATOR MONITORING

Reduces 95% of “fail to start” events
Keeps HVAC, appliances, etc running
Proactive about generator maintenance
Internet reliability and security

Generator Sales & Service Dealer

Generator Monitor Dealer

1025 Railway St. (PO Box 2010)
Kenora, ON P9N 3X8
Phone 807-468-8813
Fax 807-468-3761
www.bowmanelectric.com
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Bob’s

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING

ElEctric

• New construction/Renovations/Cottages
• Lake Work Ready 24/7
• Call anytime for a FREE ESTIMATE
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Older cottage electrical wiring – is it safe?
Insurance companies are the first to ask this question when deciding whether to insure a cottage
by Rick Brignall
To insure or not to insure — that is what an insurance
company thinks about when looking at a home or cottage.
They don’t care if the kitchen is outdated. A green toilet will
not cause a fire. Insurance companies care about safety.
They know with a safe home or cottage there is less chance of
an insurance claim being paid out to cover fire damage. That
is why, when a home or cottage is sold, the new owners are
asked a list of questions. The insurance company is trying to
narrow down whether a home is safe or not. And, insurance
companies have their own idea what makes a home safe.
The area they focus on most is the electrical system.
Electricity is one of the great modern conveniences, but it
can be highly dangerous. It can cause a fire and even death
— five milliamps will stop a person’s heart. Unsafe electrical
conditions worry insurance companies.
Many insurance companies require an inspection of a home
or cottage’s electrical system by a licensed electrician. They
are trained to know what is or isn’t electrically safe. And, if
a home is found unsafe, the homeowner is given 30 days to
rectify the problem or become uninsurable by the company.
Service size, ungrounded wiring, and aluminum wiring are
the three main things insurance companies focus on when
looking at a home’s electrical safety. Does this mean they
are dangerous? No. Like all electrical installations, they
can be dangerous if they do not meet certain minimum
requirements, but they can be as safe as new installations.
Service size
Insurance companies are refusing to insure homes with
a 60-amp service. Many older, standard-sized homes are
equipped with a 60-amp service. This can be safe because the
older homes did not put a lot of electrical load on the service.
Insurance companies will want it upgraded to 100 amps even
if you are not changing a thing in a house with a 60-amp
service. In new homes, it is important to have the larger
service, simply because we use more electricity. Cottages can
have even more demand, which makes a 100-amp service
inadequate. Newer cottages have all the appliances a city
home uses along with all the mechanical systems a country
house needs. A minimum of a 200-amp service is needed to
carry this increased load.
Ungrounded wiring
Ungrounded wiring is very common to homes and cottages
built pre-1960. The most notorious of these wiring systems
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has become
known as
knob-andtube. This
ungrounded
system was
common until
the 1940s.
The nickname
is taken from
the ceramic
knobs that
are used
to insulate
and secure
the wiring
runs and
the ceramic
tubes used to
protect the
wires where
Knox-and-tube wiring
they pass
through materials like wood joists or studs.
Unlike other newer wiring systems, where all the wires in a
run are enclosed in a cable — the two knob-and-tube wires run
separately and come together only at a terminal like a switch,
receptacle, light fixture or junction box.
Knob-and-tune wiring that is in good condition with sheathing
intact, properly protected from damage, and hasn’t been
subjected to extended periods of overloading which can cause
it to become brittle, should not pose an increased safety risk.
Another risk with this type of wire, in fact any type of wiring,
is its improper repair, upgrading and maintenance.
Many older homes that had ungrounded wiring could possibly
have some wiring upgraded. This does not mean it is all
replaced as most electrical wiring is concealed beneath floors,
above ceilings, and behind walls. It would be costly to replace
because these concealed spaces would have to be opened up.
The most cost effective method of making ungrounded
wiring safe is to replace all accessible wiring in the basement/
crawlspace and attic and protect all remaining ungrounded
circuits with a Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI). The
GFCI acts like a ground as it monitors the balance between
the hot (black) and neutral (white) wire. This work is best done
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by a licensed electrician. Ungrounded wire can also be found
in the form of fabric covered non-metallic (NM) cable. But, not
all fabric-covered cable is ungrounded, as it eventually evolved
to include a bare copper ground wire.
Insurance companies do not like ungrounded electrical
wires in a home or cottage. Unfortunately, they can be very
common. Even if they are in a safe condition, they are seen as
a hazard. They will require an electrician to make it safe.
Aluminum wiring
In the late 1960s to 1970s aluminum wiring was seen as a great
revelation in home construction. Compared to the standard
copper wire, aluminum was lighter and less expensive. But,
the love affair with this cost-saving copper alternative quickly
ended when it turned out to be the cause of house fires.
Copper is one of the best materials for electrical wiring. The
most important attribute is that it doesn’t expand and contract
when heated. All electrical wiring, to some degree, creates heat
when put under a load. This is what made aluminum wire such
a bad choice for this application. Aluminum wire will expand
and contract when an electrical load is applied. It expands and
contracts at a rate greater than copper. At each connection
point — switch, receptacle, or fixture — the aluminum wire that
is under a terminal screw or in a connector gradually loosens
over time. Loose connections cause electrical arching and heat
and that leads to a fire hazard.
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Renovations
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Service Upgrades

807.407.4076
jordancharlebois@live.ca
ECRA/ESA #7011886

Even though a homeowner might want to rip out all the
aluminum wire, they cannot because it would be very
expensive. To make aluminum wire safe they need to either
change all connections by using the pigtail method or attach
the wire to approved fixtures.
The pigtail repair method involves attaching copper wire to
the existing aluminum, then attaching that copper wire to
the switch, receptacle, or fixture. Pigtailing uses special twist
connectors compatible with both aluminum and copper,
marked Al/Cu. While the pigtailing parts are inexpensive and
readily available, the pigtailing technique requires specialized
knowledge and experience. There is a chemical reaction that
happens between copper and aluminum, so an anti-oxidizing
paste has to be applied to the connection.
Standard electrical outlets and light switches are not
compatible with aluminum wiring. Fortunately, tested and
approved replacement devices and connectors can be used
in their place. All aluminum wire connections need to be
secure, but not over tightened. Some devices, however, such
as ceiling-mounted light fixtures not rated for aluminum wire,
still require an electrician who knows the pigtailing technique.
When dealing with electrical safety it is best to turn to a
qualified electrician. They will know what needs to be done
to rectify any problems, because a homeowner might make it
worse if they try to do it themselves.

221 Third St. N, Kenora

807-407-2537
kris@firstresponseelectric.ca

ECRA/ESA #7011929
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Hot water tank fix-up
No more cold showers. Learn how to test and replace the heating elements.
by Rick Brignall

Shorted-out test

meter tester, screwdrivers, socket set, and, for thread-in type
elements, a water heater element wrench.
Burned-out test

A conked–out electric hot water heater is a silent problem
that can lead to shrieks of terror when you experience a cold
shower. A tradesperson could easily troubleshoot on Monday,
but on a Friday night with a cottage full of people the only
solution is to roll-up your sleeves and fix it. Fortunately,
electric hot water heaters are not complex appliances and
can be fixed by most handy cottagers. This process involves
troubleshooting to find the problem part and then replacing it.
On rare occasions a thermostat is not working properly or the
high limit switch needs to be reset by pressing the red button
on the top thermostat.
However, most of the time cottagers will find they have a
burnt-out heating element. This can occur on its own, but
it usually happens when the tank is emptied of water and
power to it left on.
Troubleshooting a faulty element is relatively easy and
replacement straightforward. The best part, elements
are inexpensive and readily available at hardware stores.
Required tools for this repair include an electrical multi-
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How the heater works
Cold water enters the bottom of the tank through a fill tube
inside the tank. Hot water is drawn off the top of the tank
through the hot water line. Both elements do not heat at the
same time on a dual element hot water heater.
In a tank full of cold water, the upper thermostat will energize
the upper element. When the water in the top half of the tank
is heated to the set temperature, the upper thermostat will
shut the power off at the upper element and send power to
the lower thermostat and element.
When hot water is used, cold water enters the bottom of the
tank at the same time. This will cool the lower thermostat
and the lower element will heat. If enough hot water is used,
the lower element will shut down and the upper element will
heat. When both upper and lower thermostats are at their set
temperatures, both elements are off.
Checking the heating element
First, test the meter by putting it in the audible continuity test
position and touch the two leads together. If the meter beeps
it is working. If not, the meter might be on the wrong setting
or the batteries are dead.
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807-548-1339
FULL LAKE SERVICE
Element removal

To test an element make sure the power to the heater is dead
by switching off the circuit breaker. Then isolate each element
by disconnecting it from the thermostat — this involves
unhooking the two wires that run to the element.
With the multi-meter set on audible continuity test, place one
lead on each terminal screw on the element. If the multimeter beeps, there is continuity; the element is unbroken
and still good. If there is no sound, there is no continuity; the
circuit is broken and the element needs replacing.
Also, check to see if the element is grounding out — part of
the element is broken off and touching the side of the metal
tank. A faulty element that is grounding out might test like it
is still good. To check this put one tester lead on the element
mounting bracket and, with the other lead, separately touch
each of the element screws. If either one causes a beep, it
tells you the element is grounding out. The element needs
replacing.
Replacing the element
Drain the tank and remove the element, which usually means
removing a few bolts or screwing it out of the tank. Take it
with you to the hardware store for reference. It’s important to
replace it with an element that’s rated for the same wattage,
voltage, shape and length.

Heating
Plumbing
& Air Conditioning
SALES, SERVICE & INSTALLATION
New construction
Renovations & repairs
Fully licensed, insured & certified
Natural gas, propane & oil
Local Rinnai Dealer

807-407-5610
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Garfield’s Heating and Air Conditioning Inc.
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Sewer line freeze protection
has come of age at the cottage
by Rick Brignall

Heat-line

Retro-DWS system

Heat-line has been the standard winter water freeze
protection product for so long that it is used as the general
description of all products of this type. Heat-line is an Ontario
based company that produced its first product in 1988. They
have been adding innovative cottage products ever since.
Their first, and still highly successful, product was called
Retro-Line. It is an internal freeze protection system designed
for the protection of new or existing water supply lines. RetroLine is inserted directly inside the pipe making installation
fast and easy for already buried pipes.
The heart and soul of most Heat-line products is the selfregulating heating cable. This product uses a special
technology to deliver energy and heat output to areas of the
pipe that are cold and reduce energy and heat output to areas
that are warm. Put simply, it heats the pipe where it needs it.
One important feature of self-regulating heating cables is
the fact they can be thermally insulated without fear of
overheating. A thermally insulated pipe is not as susceptible to
freezing and erratic changes in the outside temperatures. The
insulation creates greater thermal consistency throughout the
pipe and increases the efficiency of the Heat-line.
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Carapace Heat-line

Freeze protection is also important when installing sewer
lines to prevent freezing and causing a sewer back up.
Typically the sewer line between the cottage and septic
tank and from the septic tank to field are freeze protected.
They are usually installed with an exterior freeze protection
product called a heat trace.
Heat-line has two products that would improve this type of
sewer installation.
The Heat-line product called Carapace is a freeze protected
polyethylene pipe approved for direct earth burial. The selfregulating heating cable is extruded directly onto the outer
surface of the pipe with a thin layer of high-density polythene.
The extruded layer provides a protective shell to guard
against mechanical injury while ensuring the conductive selfregulating heating cable remains in unyielding contact with
the pipe wall. Carapace would be the product I would use for
the sewer line between the septic tank and field.
Retro-DWS is an internal heat tracing system for drain, waste
and sewer (DWS) applications. It is for use in non-pressurized
DWS applications. This product would be used for the larger
sewer line between the cottage and septic tank.
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Retro-DWS is manufactured using a pre-determined length
of heating certified self-regulating Heat-line cable, factory
installed inside a 1/2-inch high-density polyethylene (HDPE)
tube. The purpose of the HDPE tube is to provide a barrier
from fluids such as grey or black water, while providing an
efficient heat transfer.
It is supplied job-ready with certified plumbing fittings to
interface with 3 inch or 4 inch ABS piping. This product uses
an existing or installed clean out, Tee or Wye as an access
point.
The Retro-DWS will easily push inside most pipes for
distances up to 150 feet. In applications where the pipe may
be dry for short or extended periods of time, the Retro-DWS
presents no danger of overheating or melting the pipe. This
makes it suitable for all drain lines.
It can be plugged in and left on as a system to continually
prevent freezing. Or as a precautionary system to use only
if a freeze up occurs. An energy efficient option would be to
put the Retro-DWS on a timer. This would cycle the system
on/off based on preset time intervals to save on power
consumption.
Heat-line products are the mainstay for freeze protection
at the cottage. They have also expanded into water pump
products including GFCI protection, stands and wiring.
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No ductwork, no problem
Mini split air conditioners make the cottage experience
a little more comfortable on those hot summer nights.
by Rick Brignall

Ductless, mini split-system air-conditioners (mini splits) are
the answer to air-conditioning at the cottage. Some units
can also be used for heating. They are generally used in
houses or as retrofit add-ons to houses with “non-ducted”
heating systems, such as hydronic (hot water heat) or space
heaters (wood, kerosene, electric, propane). They can also be
a good choice for room additions and small bunkies, where
extending or installing distribution ductwork (for a central
air-conditioner or heating systems) is not feasible.
Like central systems, mini splits have two main components:
an outdoor compressor/condenser and an indoor airhandling unit. A conduit, which houses the power cable,
refrigerant tubing and condensate drain, links the outdoor
and indoor units.
Advantages
The main advantages of mini splits are their small size
and flexibility for zoning, which allows for heating and
cooling individual rooms. Some models can have as many
as four indoor air-handling units (for four zones or rooms)
connected to one outdoor unit. The sizing depends on how
much heating or cooling is required for the building or each
zone (which in turn is affected by how well the building is
insulated). Each of the zones will have its own thermostat, so
you only need to condition that space when it is occupied,
saving energy and money.
Ductless mini split systems are also often easier to install
than other types of space conditioning systems. For example,
the hook-up between the outdoor and indoor units generally
requires only a three-inch hole through a wall for the conduit.
You can locate the outdoor unit as far away as 50 feet from
the indoor evaporator. This makes it possible to cool rooms
on the front side of a building house with the compressor in a
more advantageous or inconspicuous place on the outside of
the building.
Since mini splits have no ducts, they avoid the energy losses
associated with ductwork of central forced air systems. Duct
losses can account for more than 30% of energy consumption
for space conditioning, especially if the ducts are in an
unconditioned space such as a crawl space.
Compared with other add-on systems, mini splits offer more
flexibility in interior design options. The indoor air handlers
can be suspended from a ceiling, mounted flush into a drop
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Side view of mini split

ceiling, or hung on a wall. Floor-standing models are also
available. Most indoor units have profiles of about seven
inches deep and usually come with sleek, high-tech-looking
jackets. Many also offer a remote control to make it easier to
turn the system on and off when it’s positioned high on a wall
or suspended from a ceiling.
Disadvantages
The primary disadvantage of mini splits is their cost. Such
systems cost about 30% more than central systems (not
including ductwork) and may cost twice as much as window
units of similar capacity.
The installer must also correctly size each indoor unit
and judge the best location for its installation. Oversized
or incorrectly located air-handlers often result in short
cycling, which wastes energy and does not provide proper
temperature or humidity control. Too large a system is also
more expensive to buy and operate.
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Tyler Pirozek
Benefits of mini split air conditioners
Less energy loss
A split air conditioner is compact and isolated
between two localized component sections, so
there is very little opportunity for heat and other
energy to escape the system. Centralized air
conditioning systems waste enormous amounts of
energy due to heat exchange in the duct system.
However this problem is virtually eliminated in a
split air conditioner system.
Less heat loss
Split air conditioning systems are preferable to
window and wall air conditioner units as well.
Although the latter are small and easy to install,
they do not provide reliable cooling to a large space
or to multiple rooms. Even with thoroughly sealed
windows and walls, these air conditioner units
allow for heat to enter the space, partially negating
the effects of the system.
Targeted heating and cooling
Additionally, it’s possible to have more than
one indoor evaporator and fan. You could have
one in each room or area of your home and run
them each independently with only one outdoor
compressor. This combines the efficiency and
customization of a space heater or fan with the
convenience of central air.
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Building a cottage is the ultimate team sport
The general contractor is the quarterback guiding the job to completion.
The process involves good communication, knowledgeable sub-contractors and a certain level of trust.
by Rick Brignall
Building your dream cottage can be a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity. It is an experience that will take the future
cottage owner through a full range of feelings and emotions.
Some points during the build will be sheer exhilaration,
while at times it will seem more like a Stephen King-driven
nightmare. Fortunately, it is usually in the cottage owner’s
power to help guide the process so it doesn’t become an
unending headache.
Preparation is the key to a successful build. To be prepared is
to have the knowledge of what it takes to build a cottage. This
doesn’t mean knowing how to do the plumbing, carpentry
or electrical — that becomes a whole other set of possible
problems — it is simply to know the building steps and their
exact order. Being prepared also encompasses knowing what
you want the finished product to be.
Building your dream cottage is a marathon of questions that
need to be answered and decisions that need to be made. Are
you ready?
General contractor vs. guiding your own build
The first major decision, next to actually deciding to build the
cottage, is whether to have a general contractor guide the job
or take it on yourself. A general contractor, usually the cottage
builder, will be there from the beginning making sure the job
is running smoothly. They are important because they know
the steps involved in building a cottage and know when each
of the sub-contractors needs to be on the site doing their work.
This usually ensures the job will stay on track and on budget.
When people building a home or cottage take this job on they
either want to save money or satisfy a deep need to guide
how their dream is being built. People quickly learn this will
become a full-time job as they co-ordinate the trades on top
of making all the decisions as the cottage owner. It is hard
enough to make the cottage-owner decisions, like wall colors
or kitchen layout, and it can escalate to dizzying heights with
the responsibility to guide the actual building process.
With a general contractor you will have harmony on the job
site. The general contractor and all the sub-contractors will
be communicating to each other, working together as a team
and always knowing the head of the job is a combination of
the general contractor and the cottage owner. The cottage
owner will be distanced from the work being done with the
opportunity to step inside the various building stages and
give instruction on what they want done.
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Hiring contractors
Building a cottage will take many trades people. Carpenters,
plumbers, painters, and electricians are the basic trades. But,
if you are doing tile work or building a fireplace you will need
a mason, and a septic tank system will need a landscaper.
Also, there are specialized trades like eavestrough, siding,
drywall, roofing, flooring and kitchen installers that might be
called upon during the job.
Talking to the general contractor and people who have built
in that area will give you an idea of the good trades people
available. The next step is getting in contact with these
contractors to see if they are the right people for the job. By
talking about the project you will hopefully open a dialogue
with the person.
This should be a casual conversation and should not involve
talking about money. The contractor has never seen the job,
so they wouldn’t be able to give a proper price. At this point
you should just be worried about whether or not this person
is qualified to do the project. Ask questions like how long they
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have been in business, have they done projects like this before
and are they licensed, insured and cover their employees
under the Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB).
After this initial contact you should always look over the project
with the contractor. This will let you talk about the project
in-depth, letting them give you advice and suggestions on how
they would do the work. If the contractor doesn’t seem to know
much about the technical details of the job or doesn’t want to
talk about them, you will have an instant indication that they
might be the wrong contractor for the job. This meeting also
lets you see if you can get along with the contractor.
What to expect
If somebody has never built a home or cottage before they
should be ready for a wild ride. At times it moves along at a
nice pace, then it seems to slow down like nothing is improving,
and then all of a sudden it becomes a whirlwind as the build
progresses with great leaps and bounds in just a short time.
What cottage owners should expect most is the simple fact they
will be asked an unending number of questions from every
trade on the build. Some questions will allow for some thought,
but many will need instant answers to let the tradesperson
continue the job they are doing. After years of carefully
planning every detail, this needing an answer on the spot can

be daunting and very stressful because at any one point you
might be dealing with a half-dozen trades each wanting your
attention to pick your brain on how you want something done.
Having these answers will make these trades people happy
simply because they won’t have anything hindering their job.
A smooth build
Cottages that are built smoothly have owners that were
prepared before the first nail was ever pounded. These are
the people who listed all the details needing to be addressed
or chosen before the building was started. These details
range from paint colours, floor coverings, light fixtures,
kitchen design, bathroom fixtures, siding, roofing, doors, and
windows — the list will seem endless. But, knowing what you
want will not cause any delays in building the cottage.
Lastly…
It is best to go into the project thinking it will be fun, but
knowing there will be bumpy periods. It is all about spending
hours in the hardware store picking the elements that will be
your cottage. It’s knowing that at any point during the day
your cell phone will ring with another question needing an
answer. It is about having a team of professionals working
towards building your dream. Finally, it is about, one day,
enjoying that dream.
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Am I covered?
The most important insurance question
a cottage-owner could ask
by Shauna DeGagné
Insurance. It’s one of those “just in case” things: just in case
there’s a fire, a break-in, a lawsuit, a bear. Nobody wants to
have to use it, but everyone needs it.
Before you build a new cottage or boathouse, add on to your
current summer home, or renovate an existing structure,
make sure you have a comprehensive conversation with your
insurance broker.
“Before you start the build, you need to contact us so we
can make sure the proper coverage is in place for the new
cottage,” said Tonya Korba-Nyberg, personal lines service
manager at Gillons Insurance Brokers in Kenora.
All companies have different policies, and policies change
often, Korba-Nyberg said. If you make assumptions about
what is and isn’t covered, you could run into big problems if
you end up having to make a claim.
Korba-Nyberg’s advice is to plan for the worst-case scenario to
guarantee you’ll be properly protected.

“Don’t assume it’s covered under your seasonal or home
policy, especially for liability,” Korba-Nyberg said. It is better
to have a separate policy for your boats, just as your car
insurance is separate from your house insurance.
What about wildlife? Are you covered if a bear decides to
make your empty cabin his home for the winter? What about
raccoons, mice or other rodents?
The short answer is that most policies now cover bear
damage, but not damage caused by rodents. Be sure to set up
those mice traps before you close up camp for the season.
Before you decide to invest in a security system or other
expensive alarms in the hopes that your insurance may
decrease, reach out to your broker. Korba-Nyberg said that
some companies do offer discounts if these systems are in
place, but that you shouldn’t assume yours does.
And you must, must, must contact your broker if you have
hopes of renting out your cottage while you aren’t there.
Rental coverage isn’t even an option with some companies.
Insurance. One of those “just in case,” expensive things you
have to have so you can sleep better at night knowing your
dream cottage is properly protected.

“Could you sleep at night knowing that if a forest fire came
through, you’d have the proper coverage?” she said.
Say you spend $150,000 building a small cottage on an
island on Lake of the Woods. You furnish it with lots of
pretty (expensive) things. You build a guest cabin, a dock,
a boathouse. You have a nice boat, maybe a couple of
paddleboards, a kayak,
and a shed full of fishing
If you make assumptions
gear. Your insurance
about what is and isn’t
broker tells you the
replacement costs
covered, you could run into
and you almost have a
big problems if you end up
jammer. How could it be
so much more than what
having to make a claim.
your initial costs were?
“We have a program that determines the replacement
costs,” Korba-Nyberg said. Most people don’t realize that
replacement costs factor in things like debris removal, which
can be pretty expensive if your camp is on an island or other
remote location.”
“That’s one of the big misunderstandings,” Korba-Nyberg said.
Watercraft insurance is another area that many cottagers get
wrong.
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There’s little grey area when it comes to
grey water sewage systems
Improper handling is a serious health and environmental hazard
by Leanne Fournier
The Northwestern Health Unit (NHWU) is legislated under the
Ontario Building Code Act, S.O. 1992 through the Ministry of
Municipal Affairs and Housing to deliver the Part 8 Private
Sewage System Program. Part 8 refers to the section of the
Building Code concerning sewage systems and it takes up
about 21 pages of the 1,000 pages that cover the rules and
regulations for building anything in Ontario. This includes
Class 2 grey water sewage systems, which are an option for
minimal plumbing requirements.
It’s good to know there are people like Doug Vergunst, Chief
Building Official, Northwestern Health Unit, to help answer
some of the questions that arise.
The fact is, there isn’t a lot of wiggle room and the permit
requirements for all classes of sewage systems in Ontario are
specific, detailed and apply to everyone.
“The rules are the same if you are in incorporated or
unincorporated territory,” Vergunst said. “There is no
distinction.”
Grey water is covered under a Class 2 permit, which is
described as follows: “Typical plumbing includes a kitchen
sink, a single bathroom sink and a shower or tub. A typical
design consists of a mini-field layout with up to 9 metres of
distribution piping.
Class 2 systems are not suitable or allowable for laundry
waste, so Vergunst says it’s best to get that decision out of
the way before going any further. “If you’re wanting to have
a washing machine, you’ll need to go to a full septic system.”
Again, the regulation is clear but the reasons may not be what
people think. “The nature of the laundry waste itself includes
fibrous lint that ends up in waste water. This clogs the soil
super quick. A realistic expectation is that your grey water
system will fail much sooner because of that thicker water
interacting with the soil interface.”
He stresses the importance of following the guidelines, not
only to ensure the system operates as it should, but because
of the significant health and environmental risks involved
when it doesn’t.
“It can get nasty in a hurry,” he said. “You start with a little bit
of E.coli from the shower and it can quickly brew into some
unpleasant water that creates a vehicle for the transmission
of disease.”
He points out that it’s the people in the cabin that are most
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likely to become ill, so they should care about ensuring
their grey water is being drained safely and according to the
guidelines set out by the NWHU.
“If it’s seeping somewhere out back, once it rains, it can get
flushed down to the lake where it gets into the water line, or
where the family is swimming or where the dog might drink
it and then lick the kids,” he said. There’s also the chance that
if it’s in the grass, it’s getting tracked back into the cottage or
insects land on it and then get on the food that’s about to be
consumed. “They fly on over to where you have the tomatoes
set out for the hamburgers. Yum!”
The impact of effluent getting into the lake is well
documented. “The science that’s out there indicates that
degrading sewage consumes oxygen and when this happens
in the lake there’s more algae. This is bad for everyone —
humans, animals and aquatic life.”
A compost toilet or earth pit privy (outhouse) are the usual
combinations used at camps where the property owner has
opted for grey water instead of a full septic system. Both
require a Class 1 permit, which has a number of construction
requirements including location, clearance distances to the
water table or bedrock and specific requirements for venting
(in the case of earth pit privies). If the composting toilet has a
drain to lessen the volume of liquid in the peat, it requires a
Class 3 Cesspool permit.
How is this policed?
So who is making sure people are not allowing grey water
to drain willy-nilly? “For the most part policing is by the
property owner themselves,” said Vergunst. He notes that in
unincorporated, with the exception of the Clearwater Bay
restricted area, you don’t need a permit to construct your
building but you do for your sewage system.
He adds, “Their needs to be awareness of the rules that
are in place to protect everyone.” If you see effluent being
Getting it right
An overview of NWHU’s sewage system responsibilities
and mandate, permit applications and sample grey
water permit can be found at their website, www.nwhu.
on.ca. This information is found under the ‘Our Services’
heading called Environmental Health.

SERVICES – SEPTIC PUMPING

discharged at your neighbours or a property you come across
while boating or enjoying the outdoors, you need to do
something about it — whether that’s talking to the property
owner or reporting it to the NWHU.
And if you buy a property and discover that either the
grey water is failing or hasn’t been installed at all, you
need to take appropriate action. “Just because you
bought it that way, it doesn’t make it right,” Vergunst said.
“Grandfathering doesn’t exist. What you have either meets
the minimum standards or it doesn’t.”

“Everyone wants their piece of paradise but they need to take
care of it. Any properly permitted, designed and installed
sewage system will have little to no impact on the natural
environment.”

Notes common to all classes of sewage systems
•

Drainage must be effected around all types of
systems.

•

Soil must be mounded up when backfilling to
assist drainage.

•

There must be a minimum 900 mm (3 feet)
separation between the bottom of the area where
sewage is applied and the high water table or
bedrock.

•

It is possible to have a raw sewage pump chamber
for grey water systems where the location of the
system is uphill from the dwelling.

•

Other materials may be used to construct a grey
water system. The Regulation requires that any
material used to support or form the sidewalls
of the pit shall be open jointed to allow leaching
from the pit.

If it doesn’t, you’ll need to get into the permit queue.
At the end of the day, a grey water system is considerably less
expensive than full septic, and can provide a viable alternative
when money enters the picture, which as Vergunst noted, “it
does for so many of the things you do in cottage country.” He
adds, “You are not allowed to hire unlicensed people to work
for you but you can do the work yourself. When talking grey
water it might just be a couple of truckloads of sand versus
the 20 you need for a septic field so there can be savings on
some of the installation costs.”
A typical grey water field requires some hardware, sand and
sweat equity.
The mentality that it won’t cause any harm has to change.

BELL’S SEPTIC
PumPout and Vacuum SerViceS
SePtic tankS, holding tankS, PriVyS
cottageS . reSidential . commercial
For land
SerVice

807-468-7251

www.bellskenora.com

kensep@kmts.ca

LOTW SEPTIC BARGE
SePtic tank, holding tank
outhouSe PumPoutS
For iSland ProPerty on lotW
For lake
SerVice

807-464-3468

www.septicbarge.com

septicbarge@gmail.com
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Living the dream – no more hydro bill
An off-grid cottage can become a reality with the installation of a properly sized solar system
mounts — rooftop, steel pole, or ground level. These mounts
anchor the PV panels to a secure platform and keep them fixed
in place and oriented correctly.
A charge controller controls how the solar panels charge
the battery bank. Batteries are expensive and overcharging
shortens their lifespan and efficiency. Charge controllers
monitor the battery bank and interrupt the flow of electricity
from the PV panels when they are fully charged. It prevents
overcharging, undercharging, and sometimes over discharging.

Cottagers are heavily dependent on various forms of energy.
They burn wood to create heat or ignite gasoline in an
outboard motor to move a boat. It’s all about converting one
thing into another to improve your comfort.
Electricity is not naturally occurring, it must also be created. A
cottage’s electrical supply is defined by being either on or off
the grid. Grid supplied cottages are tied into the local utility,
while off-grid cottages create their own supply of electricity.
For these cottages, getting hooked into the grid is either too
costly or impossible to achieve. It can also be for ecologically
friendly cottagers looking for an alternative energy source.
Generators have been a mainstay in cottage country for
many years. Alternative energy systems have stepped up to
replace or coincide with a generator system. With advances
in technology these systems have become a viable choice for
off-grid cottagers.
Solar-electric systems
In a solar-electric system, sunlight is converted into directcurrent (DC) electricity, stored in batteries and then converted
into alternating-current (AC) electricity for use around the
cottage.
Solar-electric systems are made up of six main components
— solar panels, solar array mounting rack, charge controller,
battery bank, system meter and inverter.
Solar-electric panels, also known as solar-electric modules or
photovoltaic (PV) panels, are a solar system’s main component.
The solar panel converts sunlight to make DC electricity — this
is also known as a photovoltaic effect. Each panel is assigned
a wattage rating, which is the maximum power they can
produce under ideal sun and temperature conditions. This
wattage rating is important when determining the number of
panels needed to meet a cottage’s electrical needs.
These solar panels are mounted on one of three types of
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Batteries are wired together and store the electrical energy
created by the solar panels. Solar systems use special batteries
to endure constant charging and discharging. Regular
maintenance is important to prolonging their life.
The system meter is the cottager’s view into their solar system.
It displays how the system is performing, tracks how full the
battery bank is, how much electricity the solar panels are
producing or have produced and how much electricity is being
used.
The inverter is the last stage in a cottage’s solar system.
It takes the DC electricity stored in the battery bank and
transforms it into AC electricity that is commonly used around
the cottage.
Living off-grid
How you use electricity will become an important factor in the
success of a solar system. Cottagers will need to make changes
to when and how they use electricity — they must find ways to
live within the limitations of the system’s design.
Solar systems should be sized to meet your electrical needs
— more electricity needed equals a larger system. Careful
selection of lights and appliances will curb power usage and
decrease the size of the system needed.
It can become a necessity to heat a solar power cottage with
propane or wood and use propane for cooking, water heating,
refrigerating and clothes drying.
Installation
Solar systems are not something a cottager could buy at the
corner hardware store. That is a good thing because installing
an alternative energy system is not a weekend do-it-yourself
project. A professional should install these systems.
Your cottage load will need to be determined and your cottage
site will need a solar resources estimation before a system
is installed. These two figures will determine the size of the
system — underestimating loads and errors in determining
resources will cause disappointing system performance.

SERVICES – SOLAR
Solar System Battery Types
Nearly all solar system battery banks use a deep-cycle lead
acid battery. This type of battery can handle constant charging
and discharging. These come in two styles — flooded batteries
that require regularly adding distilled water or a sealed valve
regulated lead acid battery that does not require watering.
Which style of battery a cottager wants to use depends on how
much a cottager wants to deal with maintenance.

Solar panels convert sunlight into DC electricity. The charge controller
takes that electricity and charges a bank of batteries. The inverter
converts that stored electricity to usable AC electricity.

An installer should specialize in solar power systems. They
should have the experience to select the right equipment,
wiring, connections and components. They will also do an
accurate solar site survey to design a system to maximize
your natural resources. Expert installers do all the import
guesswork and become an important person to turn too when
problems or questions arise in the future.
Professional installers also ensure system safety, because
electricity is dangerous.

Sealed batteries need considerably less maintenance, but are
more expensive and generally have a shorter life than equally
sized flooded batteries. They are good for smaller arrays and
lower charge rates as long as they regularly reach and maintain
full charge.
Flooded batteries, along with worrying about water levels,
need to be equalized, which is a controlled overcharging.
It should be done every few months. This process helps to
rebalance cell voltage and improve the health of the batteries
by mixing up the electrolytes, which can stratify over time. It
also helps remove the sulfate from the battery plates. Sealed
batteries do not need to be equalized.
A cottager can get creative when deciding which type of
flooded battery to use. Cottagers have used everything from
golf cart batteries and forklift batteries to simple deepcycle boat batteries. But, nothing beats batteries designed
specifically for solar systems.

Secure Power Systems
Protect Your Family & Investments
ADVANCED SOLAR HYBRID ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS FOR DECADES OF POWER!

COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INFRASTRUCTURE

COTTAGE
RESIDENTIAL
MARINE
for 35 years!

1-800-285-7652 / WWW.SOLARSOLUTIONS.CA / 32 MAIN ST. S., KENORA, ON
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The keys to stress-free chainsaw operation
by Rick Brignall

You pull, pull, and pull again. You twist this and move that
hoping it will be the answer. You pull the cord so many times
you think it will eventually be ripped right out of the chainsaw.
All you want to hear is that distinct roar of the chainsaw
engine and be enveloped in its beautiful blue cloud of
exhaust. Then, with the chainsaw in your grasp, you rev the
engine a few times and without hesitation cut into a fallen
tree, covering yourself with woodchips and chain oil.
Unfortunately, that doesn’t happen this time. Kneeling beside
the idle engine, all you hear are friends and family members
giving you advice on what you should do to get the chainsaw
started. No choke, full choke, half choke, or can I just choke
them instead.

Chain tension is a turn of a screw

In a perfect world small engines would always start on the
first pull. Chainsaws, lawnmowers, and weed-whackers can
be very frustrating, especially if they haven’t been properly
maintained.
Start-up
Old fuel can hamper the starting and operation of any smallengine, especially chainsaws.
Unleaded gasoline destabilizes in 30 days or less, therefore a
chainsaw left to winter with a full tank of mixed gasoline will
not only be hard to start the next spring, but the old fuel can
gunk-up the carburetor, foul-up the sparkplug and clog the
fuel lines.

A loose chain droops down from the guide bar

Before you reach for the starting cord, after adding new fuel,
it is important to check the condition of the sparkplug and
the chain oil level.
Clean the sparkplug with a product like a carburetor cleaner
and remove any carbon deposits with a fine grit sandpaper or
an emery board. A worn sparkplug has a rounded electrode,
which affects its sparking ability, and should be replaced with
a new properly gapped sparkplug.

A cut ready chain is tighter to the guide bar

Chain oil is important because it keeps friction and heat from
building between the chain and guide bar. To ensure proper
operation the chain oil level should be topped up before every
use and checked periodically while cutting.
Maintenance
You should always keep an eye on the chain tension — if
the chain starts to droop from the guide bar you will know
it is time to adjust its tension. As a chain wears it starts to
stretch and a loose chain can bind in the wood or separate
from the guide bar. Chains sometimes need readjustment
after just five to ten cuts.
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Move the chain to make sure it’s not too tight

SERVICES – TREE REMOVAL

Guide bar adjustments

Spark plugs always need attention

Adjusting chain tension is easy. First loosen the guide bar nuts located
on the side of the saw where the guide bar attaches to the motor. Once
loosened, locate the chain tension adjustment screw on the front of the
motor housing near the guide bar. By turning this screw, clockwise or
counterclockwise, chain tension will increase or decrease. The chain will
need replacing if the tension screw stops and the chain is still loose. The
final step, once the chain tension is adjusted, is to tighten the guide bar
retaining nuts.
Two other guide bar maintenance procedures include flipping the guide
bar and lubricating the sprocket tip.
Lubricating your chainsaw’s sprocket at the end of the guide bar involves
using a special lubrication tool that has a long needle end that makes it
possible to inject grease into a lubrication hole near the sprocket’s center
shaft.
Flipping your chainsaw guide bar every year will promote an even wear
pattern. It’s a maintenance procedure that only sounds harder than it
really is.

Professional tree
removal, felling, pruning
Stump grinding
Hazard tree assessment
Certified. Licensed. Insured.

807-464-3602
Kenora, ON

The fuel and air filter are two areas that are often overlooked.
Once a year, maybe more depending on how much you use the
chainsaw, clean the foam air filter with mid-soapy water — making sure
it’s rinsed with clean water and dry before reinstalling. If it is still seems
clogged after cleaning it is best to just replace it with a new one.
The fuel filter is often overlooked because most chainsaws use an intank fuel filter — out of sight, out of mind. Unfortunately, they are very
susceptible to being clogged by old fuel. Bring the end of the pick-up
hose to the opening of the tank, making sure not to disconnect it.
Carefully pull and twist the filter from the end of the hose and just push
on the new filter.
Storage
Getting the chainsaw ready for storage starts with draining the fuel tank,
therefore not letting the gasoline destabilize and foul-up the engine.
Next, the engine should be run until it stops on its own — this will burn
up any left over fuel in the fuel lines and carburetor.
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CO NST R U CT I O N – B U IL D ING
Black Fox Construction
Custom Drilling
DTL Carpentry
Jarnel Contracting Ltd.
Laclu Homes and Cottages
Lake of the Woods Timberworks
Lumber One
Precision Repairs
Schwartz Brothers Contracting
Shaun Stevenson Construction
Sierra Construction
Steve Butler Construction
Vanz Inc. Carpentry & Consulting

807-407-9983
807-466-3613
204-979-4055
807-547-3116
807-407-2344
807-543-1817
204-349-2294
807-464-5631
807-407-0034
807-407-1631
807-548-5038
807-737-0431
807-467-1833

bscurf@mymts.net
customdrilling@kmts.ca
doug@dtlcarpentry.ca
info@jarnel.ca
kelly.minaki@gmail.com
lotwtimberworksinc@gmail.com
info@lumberone.ca
disciple.07@hotmail.com
jeremy@schwartzbroscontracting.ca
ssclotw@gmail.com
info@sierra-construction.ca
steverbutler@gmail.com
cvanz1833@gmail.com

68
5
29
55
11
7,33
10,56
33
33
30
33
33
31

Construction – D ocks  / Drilling
Custom Drilling
Docks and Lifts Unlimited Inc.
DTL Carpentry
Jarnel Contracting Ltd.
Seaco

807-466-3613
807-547-4444
204-979-4055
807-547-3116
807-407-5064

customdrilling@kmts.ca
info@docksandlifts.ca
doug@dtlcarpentry.ca
info@jarnel.ca
michael@seacomarine.com

5
35
29
55
17

Construction – Insulation
SubZero Insulation

807-467-1944

cnawolski@hotmail.com

33

C onstruction – M asonry
Kenora Masonry Services
Three Lions Masonry

807-548-1758
807-464-3587

kenoramasonry@gmail.com
seancodea@hotmail.com

67
3

C onstruction – M IL LW O R K / C A B INET RY
204-736-4734
Custom Edge Carpentry

customedge@mts.net

37

C onstruction – R O O F ING
Countryside Kenora
Last Time Roofing
Oakwood Roofing
REMR Roofing

807-547-1906
807-407-0034
807-407-4011
807-548-2811

verlin@countrysidekenora.ca
jeremy@schwartzbroscontracting.ca
www.oakwoodroofing.com
remond@mymts.net

5
41
41
39

C onstruction – W IND O W S / D O O R S
	Tyrrells Auto Glass
Window and Door Store

807-468-8887
807-547-0302

tyrrells@kmts.ca
info@windowdoor.net

43
43

M echanical – E lectrical
Bob’s Electric
Bowman Electric
First Response Electric
Haney Construction
North Shore Power
Northern Energy
Robinson Lighting
S&H Electric

807-468-5915
807-468-8813
807-407-2537
807-467-3330
807-407-4076
807-467-2665
204-784-0099
807-221-9418

rbrignall@yahoo.ca
info@bowmanelectric.com
kris@firstresponseelectric.ca
info@haneyconstruction.ca
jordancharlebois@live.ca
info@northernenergy.ca
www.robinsonlightingcentre.com
sandh.electrical@gmail.com

45
45
47
4
47
4
22
45
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M echanical – P lumbing  / H eating
AK & Company
Bishop Plumbing and Heating
Garfield’s Plumbing and Heating
Heat-Line®
Kipper Mechanical Ltd.
Ty’s HVAC & Refrigeration Services

807-543-2493
807-548-1339
807-407-5610
800-584-4944
807-548-5762
807-464-1124

info@akcompany.ca
ryanbishopplumbing@gmail.com
garfield@garfieldshvac.com
laura@heatline.com
pkipling@xplornet.ca
tys.hvacr.services@gmail.com

51
49
20,49
53
51
53

S ervices – A rchitecture
Nelson Architecture

807-468-9442

david@nelsonarchitecture.com

15

Services – AUT O R EPA IR
Rosie’s Autopro

807-468-5513

srose@kmts.ca

17

Services – CR A NE
Jarnel Contracting Ltd.

807-547-3116

info@jarnel.ca

55

S ervices – I NS U R A NC E
Gillons Insurance

807-467-8800

www.gillons.ca

57

Services – L AND S C A P ING /  road construction  / SEP TI C SYSTEM S
807-466-3613
customdrilling@kmts.ca
Custom Drilling
DeSmit & Son Contracting Inc.
807-468-4830
dandesmit77@gmail.com

50
17

Services – P RO P ERT Y M A NA G E M ENT
Precision Repairs (Property Mgmt)

807-464-5631

disciple.07@hotmail.com

33

S ervices – Real Estate
Cabin Country Realty

807-407-3211

chris@cabincountry.com

2

S ervices – SEP T IC P U M P ING / Waste  M anagement
Bell’s Septic
807-468-7251
Lake of the Woods Septic Barge
807-464-3468
807-548-5038
Northern Waste & Hauling

kensep@kmts.ca
septicbarge@gmail.com
info@sierra-contruction.ca

59
59
33

S ervices – SOL A R
S&H Electric
Solar Solutions

807-221-9418
800-285-7652

sandh.electrical@gmail.com
www.solarsolutions.ca

45
61

S ervices – T REE R EM O VA L
United Tree Service

807-464-3602

utdtreeservice@gmail.com

63

P roducts – MARKET / STEWARDSHIP / STORAGE / LIGHTING / BBQs / ART & MUSEUM / AUTO GLASS / FIREWOOD
807-467-4637
hdevins@gmail.com
37
Matiowski Farmer’s Market
Lake of the Woods District Stewardship 888-265-9784
shelley@lowdsa.com
17
Lake of the Woods Timberworks
807-543-1817
lotwtimberworksinc@gmail.com
7,33
807-547-1906
verlin@countrysidekenora.ca
5
Premier Portable Buildings
Robinson Lighting
204-784-0099
www.robinsonlightingcentre.com
23
Smoke & Fire
807-467-3338
info@smokefire.ca
27
The Muse (Museum/Art Centre)
807-467-2105
themusekenora.ca
66
Tyrrells Auto Glass
807-468-8887
tyrrells@kmts.ca
43
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H a p p e n i n g at t H e M u s e t H i s s u M M e R
(Please note that with the uncertainty of the times, dates for these exhibitions and programs are purposely vague and fluid.
The most up-to-date information can be found at: themusekenora.ca)

At the LAke of the Woods MuseuM
July - October — The History of Ukrainians in Kenora. Led by a
community exhibit committee, this exhibit will look at Kenora’s Ukrainian
population and how they have shaped, and been shaped, by the city and
region.
At the dougLAs fAMiLy Art Centre
Dates TBD — Nindinawemaaganag: My Relations by Cassandra
Cochrane. A collection of varying mediums of work dedicated to the
artist’s friends, family and spouse with themes of love, growth, resilience,
history and identity.
June - August — Phillips Interpreted by QA5 Quilters. QA5, a local
art quilting group, has created over 25 textile artworks inspired by the
art of Walter J. Phillips. Their works and Phillips’ will be featured in this
exhibition.

June - August — Beads of Truth by Ruth Cuthand. Featuring the artist’s
quill and bead work of enlarged microscopic views of some of the beautiful
and yet deadly viruses and bacteria that were “traded” to the Indigenous
people of Canada. Cuthand was recently awarded the Governor General’s
Award for Visual Arts.
July - August — Art Camps with Black Bark Studio led by Erika
Anderson. The Muse is pleased to partner with Black Bark Studio in the
presentation of three weeks of summer art camps. Please contact The
Douglas Family Art Centre for information on registration.
September 3 - December 24 — 21 Pillows by Cheryl Wilson Smith.
This interactive exhibition represents the ancient glacial remains of Red
Lake, Ontario. The 21 pillows and over 10,000 handmade glass rocks are
invitations to visitors to hold and place, creating your own wilderness.

for a variety of programming opportunities, whether it be speakers, tours or art creation, please visit: themusekenora.ca
for the most up-to-date information, or call the Museum at 807-467-2105 or the Art Centre at 807-467-2201.

Lake Work
CoMMerCIaL Work
ruMford fIrepLaCes
pIzza ovens
restoratIon
BrICk
tILe
CuLtured stone
free estIMates

Cell 807-466-8789

807-548-1758

kenoramasonry@gmail.Com

DOUGLAS FAMILY ART CENTRE, KENORA

naturaL stone

Building Dreams
Whether you are building for your today or their tomorrow,
we can make your dreams come true.
Call (807) 407-9983 or visit blackfoxconstruction.com
Beautiful Inside and Out. Kenora’s Quality builder.

